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Abstract
Succession planning is not a common practice among nonprofit organizations, despite support
for its effectiveness in supporting leadership development and providing organizational stability
during a planned or unplanned transition. Nonprofits have acknowledged that their leadership
ranks are thin, and a leadership transition tends to bring challenges to the organizations when
vacancies need to be filled. Barriers exist that prevent nonprofits from engaging in succession
planning, but little research has examined the nature of these barriers. This study focused on
nonprofit organizations across four different industry sectors to determine the extent of their
succession planning efforts and the barriers that exist that hinder the implementation of
succession planning. I used a qualitative, multiple-case study approach and conducted 20
semistructured interviews comprised of a sample of organizational leaders with knowledge of
their organizations’ succession planning activities. The study produced five themes discussing 1)
the extent of succession planning activities in nonprofit organizations (NPOs); 2) succession
planning in the hierarchy of organizational focus and priorities; 3) how succession planning
relates to organizational survival; 4) how NPOs maintain organizational stability; and 5) if
succession planning is an essential or good practice for NPOs. The implications of the study
show that the practice of succession planning, while a viable option for long-term stability, does
not fit all organizational models or needs and NPOs have alternative methods to meet their needs
when leadership positions become vacant.
Keywords: Succession planning, leadership, leadership development, nonprofit
organization, barriers, Atlanta
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Nonprofit organizations (NPOs) are driven by a mission and vision and establish
themselves in regions around the world to do work that fulfills specific needs. The work of NPOs
is hoped to be long-lasting and consistent as the stakeholders they serve grow and change over
time. However, an important challenge threatens the nonprofit sector, which is likely to either
reduce its effectiveness or bring about an end to some nonprofit organizations. That challenge is
failed investment in preparing and planning for the inevitable departure of present leaders, also
known as succession planning. Almost 80,000 new upper-level managers (such as CEO, vice
president, director, and the like) will be needed annually to reduce the leadership deficit in the
nonprofit sector (Hopkins et al., 2014). However, because of ongoing obligations to cover
administrative costs and the reoccurring pressures of program spending, many NPOs are
believed to under-invest in their staffs’ development, including leadership development (Selden
& Sowa, 2015). Furthermore, as many as 68% of NPOs do not have a succession plan in place to
fill leadership vacancies (Norris-Tirrell et al., 2018).
Succession planning can be defined in two ways: Traditionally, succession planning is
viewed as “a structured process involving the identification and preparation of a potential
successor to assume a new role” (Bozer et al., 2015, p. 494). To be more specific to the
leadership role, succession planning is the “process which plans organizational transference from
one CEO, executive director, or manager to another, and involves the selection and appointment
of either an insider or an outsider” (Bozer et al., 2015, p. 494). A benefit of succession planning
is that it ensures continuity of leadership in an organization and allows organizations to plan and
be ready for, and to manage future challenges by preparing leaders to fill positions of both
planned and unplanned leader departures (Varhegyi & Jepsen, 2017). Unfortunately, the deficit
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of leaders in NPOs raises the question of if enough action is being taken to ensure future
organizational growth and stability.
Among the many challenges in NPOs’ leadership succession planning, is a skepticism
amongst NPOs about hiring outside successors to fill vacant leadership positions (McKee &
Froelich, 2016). NPO leaders are compelled and propelled by a passion for the mission and
vision of their specific organization, thus perceiving it to be difficult for an outsider to fully
embrace and adapt to the organizational culture and be effective in their role (McKee & Froelich,
2016). Second, NPOs have thin management ranks and undersized administrative staff to handle
leadership responsibilities, hindering the training and development of internal candidates for
leadership roles (McKee & Froelich, 2016). Third, NPOs that have executive leaders who are far
from retirement have proven less likely to secure a successor during their tenure because it is not
seen as an immediate or important need (Intintoli, 2013), or may even be perceived as a threat to
their leadership. Therefore, further understanding is needed of the factors contributing to the
absence of both formal and informal NPO leader succession planning (Hopkins et al., 2014;
Intintoli, 2013; McKee & Froelich, 2016; Mooney et al., 2013).
This study explored the use of succession planning in NPOs in the Atlanta, Georgia
region to determine how NPOs have taken steps to plan for leadership vacancies due to planned
and unplanned leadership departures. This included identifying the characteristics of those
organizations that did and did not have succession plans, reasons for having or not having a plan,
the extent of planning and satisfaction with planning (if a plan exists), as well as their intention
to create a plan or interest in creating a plan (if none exists). By gathering further information in
these areas, insight was gained on barriers to succession planning in the nonprofit sector or how
to expand its use.
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Background
An NPO is defined as a:
body of individuals that associate for any of the three purposes: 1) to perform statedelegated public tasks; 2) to perform in-demand public tasks which neither the state nor
for-profit organizations are willing to fulfil; or 3) to influence the policy direction in the
state, the for-profit sector, or other NPOs. (Pinho & Macedo, 2006, p. 174)
These attributes emphasize the distinction in purpose and mission when compared to for-profit
organizations. The foundation of NPOs, as forementioned, is the commitment to performing
services that do good and increase social value. To further emphasize this distinction and create a
framework of what a NPOs purpose is, Drucker (2005) stated:
A business has discharged its task when the customer buys the product, pays for it, and is
satisfied with it. Government has discharged its function when its policies are effective.
The “nonprofit” institution neither supplies goods or services nor controls. Its “product”
is neither a pair of shoes nor an effective regulation. Its product is a changed human
being. The nonprofit institutions are human-change agents. Their “product” is a cured
patient, a child that learns, a young man or woman grown into a self-respecting adult; a
changed human life altogether. (p. x)
Challenges in the Nonprofit Sector
In the United States, approximately 1.41 million NPOs were registered with the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) in 2013. United States adults accounted for 25.3% of persons who
volunteered with an NPO in 2014, contributing to an estimate of 8.7 billion hours (McKeever,
2015). In a recent report, the National Council of Nonprofits expressed that trends in the
economy, demographics, technology, communications, and the leisure spending of Americans
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not only affect the decision made by NPOs but influence their future and ability to be effective
and sustainable organizations (Chandler, 2017). Topics such as changes in charitable giving, lack
of diversity, budget cuts, and talent development were listed as being critical points of focus for
NPOs as to what they should anticipate and prepare for in the coming years of the sector. These
were also listed as important issues that could prove challenging for NPOs if not addressed.
Georgia NPOs
The National Center for Charitable Statistics’ (2013) data archives stated that Georgia has
37,384 NPOs which function in the following service areas: community improvement (30.4%),
culture and humanities (6.2%), human services (27.6%), education (15.1%), health care and
mental health (8.8%), religion and spiritual development (6.9%), environment and animals
(3.1%), and other (1.8%). Across 23 county metro areas, over 2,000 NPOs were surveyed to
assess if these NPOs possessed strategic plans and if the following components were included:
granular tactics, management plans, relative costs and revenue needed to be successful, and
operational requirements such as staffing, technology, processes, among other issues (GCN,
2011). The results of the survey revealed that 39% of the NPOs with annual revenues of
$500,000 or less, did not have strategic plans. Among the 61% that do have an existing plan
within that size bracket, about 21% reported that their plans were not current (GCN, 2011). What
the data does not reveal is if these strategic plans account for leadership development or
succession planning.
Statement of the Problem
In establishing the need for this research, this section explores the concept of succession
planning, summarizes key research on succession planning in the for-profit and specifically
nonprofit sector, and identifies comparisons and contrasts of the nonprofit and for-profit sectors
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concerning succession planning. I am concerned with understanding the necessity of succession
planning across nonprofit and for-profit sectors, but more importantly, understanding why it is
not implemented. Davis and Dolson (2018) stated that without a sufficient succession-planning
program in place, companies are ill-prepared to fill openings and leadership positions created by
transitions such as retirements or other forms of unexpected departures. Marta Moakley stated
that “the greatest risk in succession planning is failing to engage in the process at all” (Davis &
Dolson, 2018, p. 49). When barriers to implementation are known, NPOs can institute solutions
to ensure succession planning moves forward. This research also examines how succession
planning is viewed concerning an organization’s success and what motivations are related to
engagement or disengagement with succession planning as a practice.
Succession Planning
Succession is a process of multiple activities stretching over an extended period of time,
comparable to how racing teams work cohesively in a relay race; there is a sequence, timing,
technique, and communication. The definition of sequence is, “ensuring the successor has the
appropriate skills and experience to lead the organization in its next phase – [which] includes
both selection and training of the successor” (Sharma et al., 2003, p. 3). Technique is how the
“succession will be achieved which includes defining the post-succession role of the
transitioning CEO and developing a strategic plan for the company after succession” (p. 3).
Timing relates to the “feasibility of the situation, that is, availability of a willing and trusted
successor and communicating the decision to key stakeholders” (pp. 10-11).
Historical Account of Succession Planning
Historically, it is difficult to pinpoint where the idea of succession planning was first
conceived. However, it is possible to venture to moments in the Bible, one of the oldest records
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of human history, which shows several instances of succession such as Joshua to Moses (Joshua
1:1-7), Elisha to Elijah (2 Kings 2:8-22), and Timothy who was trained by the Apostle Paul to be
a leader for the church in Paul’s absence (2 Timothy 2). Rothwell (2001) also states that traces of
succession planning can be found in the history of management theory. For instance, Henri
Fayol, a pioneer of management history and author of his classic 14 points of management,
recognized the need for succession planning and that “management has a responsibility to ensure
the stability of tenure for personnel” (p. 6). Fayol believed that ill-prepared people would
inevitably fill key positions of an organization if the practice of succession planning were
ignored and underutilized (p. 6).
What is Succession Planning?
Fayol’s approach is reflected in Rothwell’s description of succession planning and
management as “any effort designed to ensure the continued effective performance of an
organization, division, department, or work group by providing for the development,
replacement, and strategic application of key people over time” (p. 6). Succession planning is an
ongoing process where future leaders are identified and developed to move them into leadership
roles. This process includes reviewing the organization’s strategic plan, studying the skills of
current personnel, projecting future trends or developments, and equipping employees in a
structured plan to replace retiring or transitioning leaders (Atwood, 2007).
In any organization, leadership transitions are inevitable but at the time of their
occurrence, they may prove disruptive. For one of many reasons, the momentum of the
institution’s operations can be lost, and with the lack of leadership uncertainty increases, until the
organization regains its balance. True succession planning involves “a deliberate process of
identifying and developing future leaders among individuals who are already part of the
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organization” (Cavanaugh, 2017, p. 22) or possibly closely allied with the organization such as
family members, board members, or leaders in associated organizations. Fundamental to
successful succession planning is “a philosophy of recruitment of the best talent possible, and
subsequent management approaches that ensure opportunities for professional development with
specific emphasis on leadership skills” (p. 22).
When seeking to understand how organizations should implement succession planning
Cavanaugh (2017) presents two approaches that prove to be most applicable, plans for leadership
transitions that are predictable and developing plans for emergencies that might arise. Succession
planning for emergency conditions and situations is essentially a factor of disaster or continuity
of operations planning. Invoking emergency-based succession plans typically occurs in the
context of natural or other disasters, incapacitation due to health-related issues, or unexpected
death (Cavanaugh, 2017). Therefore, the succession order must be clearly communicated and
detailed so it can be immediately and expeditiously implemented when the need arises.
In times of predictable or foreseen leadership transitions, pools of internal talent are
created and through an intricate selection process, a successful leader is chosen. Unlike
emergency succession plans, planned or predictable transitions (e.g., retirements, temporary job
appoints) and the like are among the category of planned or predictable transitions. The belief
that governs this second approach (under normal circumstances) is talent is best developed from
within the organization, starting with the identification and selection of the best individuals for
leadership roles. Followed by implementation and ongoing process of development opportunities
such as career-long mentoring, coaching, internships, externships, and the like (Cavanaugh,
2017).
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Planned Behavior Theory v. Vroom’s Expectancy Theory
Yang et al. (2018) state that Ajzen’s theory of planned behavior emphasizes three
formative predictors of human behavior: a) attitude towards behavior to which a person has a
positive or negative appraisal of the given behavior; b) subjective norms – social expectations or
perceived pressure to perform the behavior in question; and c) perceived behavioral control –
perceived competence in performing the behavior based on experience or anticipated
impediments.
Sharma et al. (2003) suggested that succession becomes a planned behavior where there
is an initiator who holds three attitudes about the succession planning process “desirability of the
anticipated outcomes to the initiator, acceptability of the outcomes by a reference group, and the
initiator’s perception that the behavior will lead to the desired outcomes” (Sharma et al., 2003, p.
2). Sharma’s study was the only example located that attempted to apply a theoretical foundation
for explaining why leaders engage in succession planning. The present study explores potential
barriers to succession planning and why NPOs engage or do not engage in the practice, which is
examined at the organizational level of analysis. Therefore, planned behavior theory is a poor fit
as it focuses on individual behavior. The current study applied Vroom’s expectancy theory
(Lloyd & Mertens, 2018) in exploring why NPOs do or do not engage in succession planning.
Motivational force as described by expectancy theory is based on the belief that “a certain
effort will lead to a given performance (expectancy) and that performance will lead to attainment
(instrumentality) of a desirable or undesirable (valence) reward” (Lloyd & Mertens, 2018, p. 25).
Expectancy theory encompasses both motivation and behavioral choice, implying that certain
component features (difficulty and worth) impact behavior and coordination toward an action
(Baumann & Bonner, 2017). As this study was qualitative and inductive, a specific theory was
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not being tested, but expectancy theory appeared to have relevance to this investigation and was
considered in interpreting the results regarding motivational forces.
Succession Planning in the Nonprofit Sector
Leadership within NPOs is complex in terms of mission objectives, behaviors,
interdependence, and the needs of a specific group. The complexity of the nonprofit leadership
role increases due to the various responsibilities, workloads, and obligations to manage
organizational crises (Gilstrap et al., 2016). As an example, McMurray et al. (2013) stated that
since the early 2000s, “leadership research has emphasized team structures, participative
management, and increasing individual empowerment, with leadership now being distributed
among members of the organization” (p. 369). While board members lead an organization, the
board’s chairman and senior-level members influence the attributes of those in leadership roles.
Therefore, organizational success hinges on the effectiveness of these individuals as leaders and
their ability to influence or inspire from the top level (McMurray et al., 2013, p. 370).
Many individuals within the Baby Boomer generation who work in the nonprofit sector
will be leaving their respective organizations via retirement at a time when the sector has grown
more complex when compared to the beginning of their careers (Johnson, 2009). An ideal
scenario for NPOs is the next appointed leader of the organization being someone who has
obtained experience within the sector and the organization they will one day lead. This could be
realized by growing new leadership from within the organization by implementing succession
planning processes. However, only about 30 to 40 percent of upper-level management positions
within nonprofits are filled by internal promotion compared to the 60 to 65 percent of positions
filled in the for-profit sector. Also, succession planning via internal promotion becomes a
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difficult approach to adopt for NPOs that are small in size and lack the resources or personnel to
accomplish such a task (Johnson, 2009).
Nonprofit leadership is a “function of culture, resources, policies, and institutional
structures” (Congress et al., 2017, p. 181) and is typically viewed as the staff and board
leadership working in a collaborative effort to achieve the organizational mission (Geer et al.,
2008). However, nonprofit boards are sometimes viewed as ineffective in managing or
overseeing the day-to-day operations of NPOs due to the various challenges they face while
operating from positions of leadership. These issues can include establishing organizational
policy, identification and selection of NPO leadership, managing operational finances, and
bringing the corporate strategy into focus for the organization (Kenagy et al., 2013). Effective
governance by a board becomes more difficult when nonprofit directors from varied business
and nonbusiness backgrounds are integrated into a team with the hope of understanding the focus
and mission of the NPO (Kenagy et al., 2013). NPO leadership needs to be cultivated across all
positions and roles and not just the managerial and executive positions (Hopkins et al., 2014).
Current Research on Succession Planning in Nonprofits
There are five themes that appear in the study of succession planning in NPOs: 1)
Predicted shortages of chief executives in the nonprofit sector despite its economic growth and
social significance (thus emphasizing the need for succession planning); 2) The departure of
executives in the public, for-profit, and nonprofit sectors and the importance of aligning
succession based efforts with strategic planning; 3) Emphasis on building nonprofit boards,
board governance, board member recruitment and retention, and assessment processes to meet
the needs of their stakeholders (e.g., board members, private donors, volunteers, management,
and nonmanagerial staff members); 4) Despite efforts towards implementing succession planning
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into the mainstream of practices within the nonprofit sector, the actual practice of succession
planning remains distant from the core of NPO ideal practices; and 5) There is acknowledgment
that replacement of long-serving leaders (at the executive level) is difficult, but few proactive
steps are undertaken to prepare for their transition (Froelich et al., 2011; Gothard & Austin,
2013; Lore & Jegers, 2016; McKee et al., 2019; Tebbe et al., 2017; Tysiac, 2018). Unfortunately,
there is no evident research that explains what is preventing NPOs from implementing
succession planning as a means to correct varying leadership issues such as transitions or
deficits.
Succession Planning in the For-Profit Sector
While this study focuses on the nonprofit sector, there are various research and writings
from the for-profit sector that have relevance to this study. When the expertise of leadership and
the individuals relied on to execute it are scarce (or at risk), succession and the retention of
leadership expertise become a strategic issue (Taylor & Youngs, 2018). For instance, a board’s
lack of succession planning has considerable implications for companies: Paying search firms to
find individuals suitable to fill leadership roles (e.g., CEO); covering the costs associated with
hosting emergency meetings of the board; paying a large number of professionals such as
communication consultants and lawyers; and managing crises brought on by delays in strategic
decision making, loss of talented individuals within the organization, and employee uncertainty
(Berns & Klarner, 2017). The following assumptions are central to identifying and developing
potential leaders if a leadership pipeline is to be sustained. First, incumbent leaders possess the
skills necessary to identify potential leaders. Second, a pool of potential leaders exist. Third,
these potential individuals and groups like them have the support and capacity to engage and
learn new leadership strategies and practices (Taylor & Youngs, 2018).
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In the for-profit business literature, succession planning has received extensive attention
due to concerns surrounding transitions of chief executives and filling top management positions
through internal systems of talent development (Froelich et al., 2011, p. 5). However, while most
organizations understand the importance of succession planning, the application of the practice is
impeded by other varying or immediate organizational-related concerns (Amato, 2013). While
organizations recognize that crises are inevitable, many are not prepared to handle or manage
these crises when they occur. In the event of an emergency, as few as 20% of organizations have
plans they believe will be effective if implemented to manage crises. However, the lack of
planning is disturbing when considering that the “private sector in the United States controls as
much as 85% of the country’s infrastructure but are least prepared to handle a crisis” (Adkins et
al., 2009, p. 363).
Current Research on Succession Planning in the For-Profit Sector
The following topics are ongoing themes in the research of the for-profit sector
concerning succession planning: (1) Despite organizational ramifications, there is no specific
theory that explains the succession planning processes. Historically, an organization’s board of
directors are entrusted with the responsibility of selecting executive leaders such as the CEO, but
have not been successful in exercising such authority (Schepker et al., 2018); (2) There is a
connection between succession planning and the corporate effectiveness of an organization
(Oliver, 2015); and (3) Instability in the business environment or operations of an organization is
often caused by frequent and rapid changes which create uncertainty and unpredictability.
Considering organizational practices such as succession planning and management allows
organizations to address varying challenges through supporting employee knowledge, skill,
talent, and strengthening their capabilities (Vennila, 2017).
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Summary of the Study
Previous studies concerning succession planning in both the nonprofit and for-profit
sector agree that succession planning addresses two inevitable challenges: First, transitions at the
leadership level (inevitably) occurred and leaders were needed to fill these vacancies. Second,
succession planning was viewed as an important challenge for an organization and without a plan
in place, organizations inevitably faced some form of (be it minor or major) complication.
Despite these facts, NPOs appear to have a low percentage of succession planning
implementation. Focusing on NPOs in the Atlanta region, this study identified how NPOs are
implementing succession planning and the barriers that impede implementation.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this case study was to examine the use of succession planning and
identify barriers to further use of succession planning, in NPOs in the Atlanta region.
Research Questions
This study addressed two main research questions and two subquestions:
Research Question 1: To what extent are Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations using
succession planning to address current and future leadership vacancies?
Research Question 2: What barriers do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations perceive or
experience with leadership succession planning?
Subquestion 2.1: As evidence of potential barriers to succession planning, what are the
differences between Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations that do and do not use succession
planning in terms of their organizational characteristics, satisfaction with current succession
planning, and intentions to create or further develop succession plans for current or future
leadership vacancies?
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Subquestion 2.2: What reasons do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations give for not
having succession plans or not developing existing plans?
Definition of Key Terms
Atlanta region. The Atlanta Region includes the central city and the counties that make
up the inner suburbs of the Atlanta Metropolitan Statistical Area (Bollinger et al., 1998). It is
noted for having four downtowns and apart from the traditional Central Business District at the
center of the city, three other downtowns sprang up in Buckhead/Lenox, Cumberland/I-75, and
Perimeter/GA-400, all to the north of the city at highway intersections with the I-285 perimeter
loop (Fuji & Hartshorne, 1995).
Expectancy theory. Lloyd and Mertens (2018) shared that expectancy theory is based on
the supposition that individuals make decisions based on choices they perceive will (personally
or collectively) lead to the best outcome. This idea is composed of three foundational principles
used to construct Vroom’s theory – expectancy, instrumentality, and valence. According to
Vroom, the motivation of specific behaviors is a product of these three variables represented in
the following equation: Motivation = Expectancy x Instrumentality x Valence
Leadership. For this study, leadership refers to the top management positions (e.g.,
CEOs, vice presidents, board members, or executives). In this understanding, the position or
office of a leader implies that leadership is synonymous with management but in reality, involves
little more than occupying a position of management or administration (Rost, 1993). Managers
may be considered or possess the designation of CEO, executive director, managing director, or
president (Kazmi, 2008).
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Leadership succession. The transfer of all managerial or directorial responsibility from
the current leader in charge (e.g., CEO, managing director, and owner-manager) to another
person (Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005).
Nonprofit organization. NPOs provide a variety of human services, which include, but
are not limited to, programs for job training, childcare, and various senior citizen programs. Most
NPOs are small grassroots or community-based organizations that assist in meeting the needs of
communities of a population or geographic area (Cadet & Carroll, 2019). The nonprofit sector in
American culture utilizes a 501(c)(3) category in which “organizations must serve at least one or
more ‘religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes” (Stecker, 2014, p. 350).
Succession planning. Succession planning can mean “any effort designed to ensure the
continued effective performance of an organization, division, department or work group by
making provision for the development, replacement and strategic application of key people over
time” (Rothwell, 2016, p. 10).
Delimitations
Delimitations are intentional specifications for a study that enable the researcher to
control the boundaries and scope of the study (Spitzmuller & Warnke, 2011). These are factors
that are within my control and the delimitations of this study were chosen with the intent to gain
authentic and detailed data from the participants. The delimitations for this study were as
follows: 1) The study examined four categories of a nonprofit organization (e.g., health,
religious, education, and human services) within the nonprofit sector to account for differences
across organizations, such as leadership development, processes, and resources, but recognized
there are other categories of a nonprofit organization (e.g., scientific and literary) being
excluded. This decision was made intentionally to focus on the larger categories of nonprofit
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organizations in Atlanta and to make the study practical within the available time and resources
for the study. 2) Participants of the study were restricted to individuals who hold the position of
manager and higher within their organization as such individuals were assumed to be most
knowledgeable about the organizations’ succession plans.
Summary and Preview of the Next Chapters
Rothwell (2001) stated that historically, succession planning and other management
practices depended on the skill and knowledge of leaders atop organizational hierarchies because
organizations were controlled from the top down. However, succession planning can be
encumbered with difficulty and is often neglected as an essential practice (p. xxi; 11). For the
nonprofit sector, organizational sustainability is reinforced by filling key leadership positions
with high-performing talent and meeting current and future talent needs. An organization’s
ability to survive a crisis brought on by voids in leadership positions aligns with its desire or plan
to possess long-term strength and vitality (Santora et al., 2015, p. 69). This study provides
information that supports NPOs acquiring longevity through planning for the future by securing
individuals to fill leadership positions through succession planning. This research also provides
some explanations as to why NPOs have not or are unable to implement succession planning
when succession planning has proven vital to the organization’s longevity and success.
In Chapter 2, succession planning is analyzed and reviewed in more detail from existing
literature such as articles, journals, reports, and scholarly books to show its relevance to this
study. Current processes, key themes, demographics, and conceptual framework are some of the
topics highlighted in the next chapter. Through the literature review, it will be shown that the
nonprofit sector is not consistent in initiating succession plans and the literature is limited in
identifying barriers to succession planning’s implementation.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the literature detailing succession planning in
NPOs. Through this literature review, I aim to demonstrate that succession planning remains an
under-invested practice for many nonprofit organizations yet reasoning for engaging or no
engagement of the practice is rarely discussed.
The literature review is organized as follows: First, presenting and analyzing the meaning
of succession planning, highlighting its historical context, and reviewing examples and their
development in history. This provides evidence that succession planning is a valued practice in
building leadership pipelines, ensuring organizational stability and longevity. Second, identifying
how succession planning is implemented in the nonprofit sector due to leadership transitions
(e.g., retirement, termination, death). Third, identifying the current themes and research
surrounding succession planning within the nonprofit sector. Finally, reviewing the literature on
succession planning in the for-profit sector to show comparisons and contrast as to how
succession planning is handled across sectors. There is a greater volume of research on
succession planning in the for-profit sector, so this body of research and writing provides an
important point of comparison and source of insight.
Nonprofit Leadership
Nonprofit leaders are a mixed group inserted across several roles within their
organizations. They are responsible for building and maintaining the organization’s relationships
that are required for nonprofit success during times of normalcy and crisis. Individuals in
nonprofit leadership roles (e.g., board members, executive directors, managing directors, chief
executives,) exert their authority as executive leaders who also build relationships with other
NPOs and the government (Gilstrap et al., 2016). As it concerns building relationships with
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stakeholders (e.g., volunteers, public partners), nonprofit leaders do so through the effort of basic
collaboration, fundraising, and grant writing, building community partnerships, and responding
to the crisis through general organizational and disaster preparedness. Each effort in this regard
is done to help fulfill the organization’s needs and mission (Gilstrap et al., 2016).
Executive Leadership
As of 2016, it was predicted that NPOs will need almost 80,000 new executives per year,
especially those who are skilled in executive operations such as, human resources, finance,
development, marketing, and communications (Schlosser et al., 2017). Executive leaders in
NPOs and for-profit organizations are important because they are a key part of the group that
makes up senior management and they are responsible for making decisions that are strategic and
contribute to the operational performance that drive (or impair) organizational success.
The top positions in NPOs (often designated as CEO, president, executive director, or
chief professional officer) are crucial to the continued work of the organization. Thus, effective
leadership is an important indicator and predictor of an organization’s success and sustainability
(Norris-Tirrell et al., 2018). Nonprofit executive leaders carry several complex responsibilities
which can include anything from designing (and overseeing the execution of) high-level
strategies to the maintenance of the facilities. Leaders bearing such responsibility must be
knowledgeable of their organization’s industry and the intricacies of its operations which can
include managing volunteers or overseeing the productivity of the organization (Norris-Tirrell et
al., 2018).
Leadership Transitions in the Nonprofit Sector
Leadership transitions within nonprofits at the executive level are foundational to
understanding the deficit of leadership in the nonprofit sector. Stewart and Kuenzi (2018) stated
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that an executive transition is inevitable, but when the position is of a high level, it becomes one
of the most critical transitions an organization can experience. If an organization is to survive
occurrences of executive turnover, such transitions must be understood as having “before,”
“during,” and “after” stages involving personal and organizational factors (Stewart & Kuenzi,
2018). McKee et al. (2019) stated that a successful transition of the leadership of a business from
one manager to another is a key business continuation. McKee et al. also stated that succession
plans are designed to “develop people and provide strong internal choices. Many cooperative
organizations recognize the need for preparing succession plans but fail to expend the effort to
do so” (p. 28). The following sub-sections provide examples of the varying types of leadership
transitions in the nonprofit sector and the growing need for leaders.
Retirement
In prior research studies, planned turnover events such as retirement proceed more
smoothly with a successor in place before the incumbent leader’s departure or the incoming of a
leader overlapping with the outgoing leader (Stewart & Kuenzi, 2018). When analyzing the
nonprofit sector, it was estimated that the retirement of Baby Boomers (persons born between
1946 and 1964) and the demands on NPOs would require over half a million new senior
managers to assume leadership roles over the next decade (Stewart & Kuenzi, 2018). However,
efforts have been insufficient when attempting to initiate or apply efforts that will aid in
developing NPO leadership. Such predictions of nonprofit leadership turnover (due to
termination, retirement, resignation, elimination of a position, declining health, or similar issues)
emphasize the importance of strengthening and understanding organizational leadership
pipelines. Ideally, most NPOs would prefer it if the next leader of their organization were
someone who had experience, some form of a relationship with the organization, and a working
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knowledge of the nonprofit sector (Johnson, 2009). However, estimates suggest about 30 to 40
percent of high-level nonprofit management positions are filled by internal promotion. When
compared to organizations in the for-profit (or business) sector, estimates of 60 to 65 percent of
its leadership are said to be the result of internal promotion. This is one reason that is believed to
contribute to the nonprofit sector’s leadership deficit (Johnson, 2009).
By 2026, as many as 67% of Baby Boomers, numbered at over 76 million persons (in
their mid-40s to early 60s) at the leadership level of NPOs may retire. Such an impending
leadership transition and deficit could potentially have a global effect on the nonprofit sector.
This would call for the NPO sector to replace all current senior or executive-level leaders by
2026 (Johnson, 2009; Norris-Tirrell et al., 2018). Publications across both the nonprofit and forprofit sectors issue warnings, detail concerns, and express the need to plan for the inevitability of
retirement and consider its current leadership circumstances.
Turnover and Departures
It is not uncommon for an organization to experience some degree of turnover, with
turnover being broadly defined as employees (or individuals) choosing to terminate their
employment or being forced to exit the organization (Selden & Sowa, 2015). Turnover can occur
in various forms and can include the following: “voluntary turnover (when employees quit);
involuntary turnover (when employees are fired or laid off); and retirements (when employees
leave after meeting specific service requirements for retirement)” (Selden & Sowa, 2015, p.
184). Turnover can also affect the general performance of the organization because any work
associated or involved with vacant positions must now be adopted by other members within the
organization until the position is filled. In smaller NPOs, in times of employee transitions,
turnover, and vacant positions, the challenges associated with growing (or overwhelming)
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workloads prove cumbersome and lead to performance declines in employees who have to bear
the new workload (Selden & Sowa, 2015).
Voluntary Turnover. Turnover that occurs due to events such as retirement or seeking a
new job is referred to as voluntary because the employee is choosing to depart with the
organization (often on their terms). Voluntary turnover can be a costly endeavor for NPOs
because they must bear all costs and expenses associated with replacing the departing employee,
in addition to prior investments made that are associated with the recruitment efforts, selection
process, and professional development of that employee (Selden & Sowa, 2015).
Involuntary Turnover. When there are issues like employee misconduct or behavior
that causes employer disapproval, the employer may initiate a forced dismissal which can be
considered an involuntary turnover. Turnover may also occur naturally in moments such as death
or retirement and it is these two forms of turnover that garner the most interest because this is
where the real and most difficult choices of organizational operations are made (Stewart &
Diebold, 2017). In the times of an executive transition (or turnover) the triggering factors can be
traced to the organization’s performance which is ultimately linked to the executive’s
shortcoming or a change in the organization’s strategy which would require changes to the
executive position or adjustments to other areas of internal leadership (Stewart & Diebold,
2017).
Leadership Identification and Development
Nanton (2011) stated there are three key characteristic features of strategic succession
planning initiatives that distinguish competitive organizations from others: being able to respond
to an active environment (the culture), being strategically focused and proactively seeking
leadership development (the predicament), and having leaders and followers that are willing to
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work collaboratively in an interactive partnership (the resolution). Organizations recognize that
effective leadership is a fundamental component of corporate success when they take the
initiative to invest in the identification and development of leadership talent within their
organizations.
Identification: Finding Leadership Talent Early
In the process that involves the initial recruitment of an employee, Charan (2008) stated
that it would take approximately 25 for that employee to rise to the achievement of a senior-level
position within a company. The sooner a potential talent can be identified, the sooner and better
the chances that talent can be developed, tested and prepared for leadership positions.
Finding the right talent is equally important because growing high-potential leaders are
highly resourced intensive. The most precious resources here are not financial but the
time, energy, and attention of other leaders. These are always in short supply and must
therefore be devoted to the people who are most likely to succeed at top levels. (Charan,
2008, p. 27)
However, a common drawback and fault among nonprofit executives are initiating the grooming
and mentoring of a potential successor without notifying the board of directors or gaining their
approval. Such practices when done without board knowledge often lead to problems and
complications when an actual executive search and recruitment effort begins (Gothard & Austin,
2013).
The identification of talent is one of the important aspects of the succession management
and development process, but it is also one of the more difficult aspects as well. In this segment
of the process, the organization identifies what is often called “high potential” employees –
persons with potential for filling key roles such as leadership and finding success (Singer &
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Griffin, 2010, p. 47). Fusarelli et al. (2018) described the socialization approach to leadership
development used by companies Federal Express and PepsiCo. Federal Express develops
leadership talent “through coursework and experiences that examine and apply the principles and
practices of successful leadership while instilling their corporate philosophy and their way of
doing business” (p. 288) as part of its Leadership Institute model programing founded in the mid1980s. PepsiCo created its PepsiCo Learning Center program which allows nine senior-level
managers to participate at a time and be trained by the company’s CEO. Through different
means, both companies are: “a) identifying potential candidates; b) providing them with
professional development; and c) providing them with face-time with upper management” (p.
288).
Supportive Organizational Culture
Company culture must be supportive of strategic leadership development initiatives by
providing support structures for the high-potential candidates. Systemic support can include
committed servant and transformational leader-models, top-level sponsorship, collaborative
learning and innovation, communities of practice such as work and project teams, appropriate
assessment, accountability, timely feedback, and management coaching (Nanton, 2011). Creating
a leadership legacy is a social orientation that recognizes the collective task to liberate the leader
within any given individual (Kouzes & Posner, 2006). When developing the potential of others,
it is the leader’s responsibility to have systems of support in place and possess self-confidence
and the endurance to invest the necessary time and energy it would require to develop the
potential of greatness in others (Nanton, 2011).
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Development of Leaders
When an organization engages in an ongoing process of recognizing, evaluating, and
developing talent, it will never cease in having capable individuals in place to ensure leadership
and management continuity throughout the organization (Singer & Griffin, 2010). Succession
management is more than just a plan for replacing employees, although finding and securing
individuals to fill key vacancies (e.g., senior-level and executive positions) is common to the
process. Succession planning is broader and much more intricate. A part of succession planning
is “developing talent, so that individuals can assume greater responsibilities, do their jobs better,
and take on an expanded management or leadership role in their work” (p. 1). Employers should
consider that every time they create a work assignment, they are building their employees’
abilities which will prepare and propel them into the future. By assigning work, employers offer
and build their employees’ work experience and work experience translates to greater
competence. Therefore, when employees can engage in different forms of work experiences,
such experiences create opportunities to build different forms of competence (Singer & Griffin,
2010).
When evaluating the effectiveness of an organization’s internal leadership development
strategies, the following measures must be taken and considered when taking action:
1) the organization’s capacity to fill vacant positions with internal candidates; 2) the
average number of qualified internal candidates per open position; 3) the ethnic and
gender diversity among those who are promoted; 4) the percentage of employees who
complete and implement their development plans; and 5) staff and management retention
rates. (Gothard & Austin, 2013, p. 279).
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Although the present study focuses more on planning for the replacement of executives, it is
important to recognize that leadership development is an important part of succession planning
as internal leaders must be ready to take on new roles at all levels requiring such leadership
development.
Succession Planning
Succession planning is creating a plan for what will happen when a leadership transition
occurs and a new leader is needed. Succession planning is suggested to be a proactive, planned,
and long-term strategy that addresses and meets the future leadership needs of the organization
(Laframboise, 2012; Vanderbloom, 2015). For this study, Kippist’s (2013) definition will be
used:
Succession planning is a deliberate use of mentoring, coaching and grooming of
individuals with the potential to advance their careers; an essential business strategy; a
process of identifying and developing individuals for key roles in an organization;
fostering leadership sustainability for future years. (p. 26)
The benefits of succession planning include providing individuals or members of an
organization with a career path that is supported and projected towards their success and growth;
it retains and develops talent within the organization while increasing productivity, leaders
increase their skill and become motivated; it shows concern for and reinforcement of the
organization’s mission, vision, and goals while fostering a strong organizational culture, and
finally it creates the opportunity for organizations to receive a return on their investment by
decreasing time and resources that would be used to recruit and orient new employees (Kippist,
2013).
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Sharma et al. (2003) stated that succession planning is “a process that should include
identifying the pool of potential successors, designating the successor, and notifying the
successor designate and other management leaders of the decision made” (p. 3). Training the
successors and formulating a vision of the company after succession can be added to this set of
activities, which are both the responsibility of the retiring [or transitioning] CEO and board.
A succession plan is also important because, without one, a critical mass of knowledge is
leaving the organization with limited replacement opportunities. Simply put, by not developing a
succession plan, business owners or executives could fail to pass down knowledge about the
business or organization, including important managerial and leadership skills (Earls & Hall,
2018). Rothwell (2016) stated that succession planning and management is important for several
reasons: 1) If organizations intend to have longevity, they must make the intentional steps of
having the right people in the right places; 2) unfortunately, fewer people are advancing to
higher-level positions in their organizations due to changes in the organizations’ economic
structure; 3) succession planning inspires diversity and minimizes selection of individuals who
are favored due to their organizational social relationships; and 4) succession creates a
foundation for establishing career paths, creating plans for development and training, and
creating comprehensive plans for human resources.
Gothard and Austin (2013) stated that the focus of succession planning has been to fill a
particular position within an organization by searching for a well-qualified replacement. In
traditional succession planning practices, the search and selection criteria of a qualified candidate
were based on specific skills, experiences, performance appraisals, and approval of superiors.
Such an approach was ideal in a time where turnover rates were much lower and there were
fewer leadership transitions. However, in an environment of constant and rapid change,
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flexibility becomes important to organizations when creating leadership succession plans or
developing leadership pipelines (Gothard & Austin, 2013).
It is important to note that succession planning should not be confused with replacement
planning as it emphasizes the replacing of an individual with another individual. Succession
planning incorporates a broad method of training and the eventual replacement of several
individuals over time (Fusarelli et al., 2018). Through succession planning organizations ensure
the ongoing placement of leaders for important executive positions through intentional
preparation; an orderly review of the organization’s pool of leadership talent; guidance of
essential executives in leadership development programs or activities; surveying of business
systems and processes; and opportunities to support systems that build leadership retention and
renewal (Fusarelli et al., 2018).
Current succession planning literature outlines the processes of traditional replacement
planning and calls for a shift to a more broad, inclusive but comprehensive succession
management approach. Succession management is defined as
formal, ongoing, holistic, strategic, systematic, and consistent, and aims to build a
reliable supply of talent throughout an organization. Succession management includes the
search for talent from both internal and external talent pools, linking selection criteria to a
candidate’s specific competencies and embeddedness within inter- and intraorganizational networks, and developing leaders whose strengths and experiences fit the
organization’s mission and values. (Gothard & Austin, 2013, p. 276)
Building Leadership Pipelines
Succession planning, for a long time, has been used (in both nonprofit and for-profit
organizations) to develop leaders and maintain substantial and capable leadership over time in
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preparation for unexpected organizational events (Fusarelli et al., 2018). Cremo and Bux (2017)
stated that replacing leaders generally happens in one of two ways: Recruiting and hiring
external candidates or building a leadership pipeline from within.
Kaiser (2011) stated that the concept of leadership pipelines is one of the many major
ideas to affect leadership development and talent management strategies. Charan et al. (2001)
defined the leadership pipeline concept as “six passages that represent a change in organizational
position – a different level and complexity of leadership – where a significant turn has to be
made” (p. 8). These turns can involve or be viewed as a major change in job requirements,
requiring new skills, application of time, and work values. Kaiser (2011) described those six
passages as follows:
•

managing oneself to manage direct reports,

•

managing direct reports to managing other managers,

•

managing other managers to overseeing entire functions,

•

managing entire functions to overseeing business units,

•

business unit manager to managing a group of divisions, and

•

group manager to overseeing an entire enterprise.

If an organization desires to build an effective leadership pipeline at all levels of leadership,
candidates must be identified early, provided with assignments that will foster leadership growth,
coached, and given feedback that will challenge them to reach their leadership potential. Without
these parameters and processes in place for leadership development, all training and coaching for
leadership growth will have little to no impact.
Cremo and Bux (2017) argued that a leadership pipeline is not about merely promoting
from within or assigning someone to fill a spot when another person retires. Building a
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leadership pipeline requires a systematic approach that matches the career goals and strengths of
high potential candidates to the corresponding leadership position and then provides
development and training to teach new competencies and skills for the position to these
candidates.
Historical Context
The practice of mentoring, leadership development, and succession can be traced back to
the age of the Old Testament. Examples of mentoring and succession would include Moses who
mentored Joshua, with the latter becoming Israel’s leader after the former (Exodus 32:17–18;
Numbers 11:27–29), and Eli who mentored Samuel to a similar outcome (1 Samuel 1:24–25).
However, Elijah is presented as one of the clearest examples of mentorship and succession when
Elisha requested a double portion of Elijah’s spirit (2 Kings 2:9). Such a relationship and request
would serve as the culmination of the leadership-succession plan. In addition to the mentoring
practices of the Old Testament, these practices carry over and become present in the New
Testament as well. Jesus demonstrates the practices of mentorship and succession when he
chooses his disciples whom he teaches and trains with the intent that they will one day bear the
responsibility of taking his message throughout the world after his time on earth has passed
(Matthew 28:18–20; Ngomane & Mahlangu, 2014).
Hollinger (2013) stated that the early Christian church was developed during a time of
vast cultural changes and social pressure. To survive such a tumultuous time Jesus selected,
trained, and prepared his successors, the disciples, who would later repeat the same process of
mentorship for their successors. This Biblical model of succession planning aided in the
facilitation of the gospel being shared across the world and ensured the church’s survival.
Hollinger (2013) further explained that Christ’s process of succession planning, which was
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critical to the early church’s longevity and survival, is also vital to the sustainability of
organizations. Present-day leaders can learn from the early church’s approach to succession
planning despite the era of differences for modern-day organizations. The Apostle Paul, in his
letters to Timothy and Titus, created an outline for how future leaders can be selected and further
developed. In doing so, Paul created a model and standard for Christians, that endorsed
competency for the leadership role, and character expectations for those that would call
themselves Christian leaders. In essence, Paul created and established one of the first formal and
functioning succession plans for the early Christian church (Hollinger, 2013). However, it is
important to note that the early Christian church is not the only example or historical context of
succession planning.
Examples of succession planning can also be traced back to the Xia, Shang, and Zhou
dynasties within Chinese culture between 2070 and 256 BCE. In Chinese history, power and
authority are primarily associated with the imperial (or royal) states of the three dynasties and the
kings that ruled them during their reign (Zhenzhong, 2018). As described in classic texts, the
Bamboo Annals and the Records of the Grand Historian by Sima Qian, he explains that the Xia
dynasty was established under the rule of Yu the Great, who received his position of leadership
after the abdication of Emperor Shun, who also received his position of power after the
abdication of Emperor Yao. The transfer of power or passing down the position of confederation
leader among other confederation clan rulers is one of many examples of how succession
planning, historically, was implemented in regions outside of those influenced by the early
Christian church (Zhenzhong, 2018).
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Earlier Research Studies
Kesner and Sebora (1994) stated that succession planning received attention during the
1980s as researchers were regarded succession planning as “the logical offshoot of twenty years
of investigation into succession as researchers began to consider the impact of both the degree
and the nature of succession planning” (p. 359). One of the first studies from this period
conducted by Mahler and Graines (1983), involved reviewing the practice of succession planning
in 60 firms. His research allowed him to become one of the first to not only suggest the need for
succession planning but outline benefits that could be obtained when the practice is improved
upon. Rhodes and Walker (1984) discovered that organizations use a variety of succession
planning strategies and approaches which include formal, informal, centralized, decentralized,
and integrated practices. Hall (1986) explains the evolution of succession planning which
included how organizations reacted to leadership position vacancies, replacement planning
practices, and succession planning practices. Friedman (1986) and Hall (1986) highlighted the
role of incumbent leaders in preparation for succession by aiding in the learning and
development processes of management. Carnazza (1982) suggested numerous ways
organizations could reach their objectives of replacement and succession planning, after his
study which included interviews with 15 companies with programs that fostered succession and
replacement planning. Carnazza concluded that the succession planning process is most effective
when planning is efficient, there is oversight of staffing decisions, and corresponding or
collaborative activities between strategic planning groups and human resources (Carnazza,
1982).
Rhodes and Walker (1984) were able to identify four approaches to succession
management and development after conducting a research survey involving 30 corporations. The
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report, done by the TPF&C consulting company (Towers, 1988), allowed for the review and
analysis of corporations’ succession and development practices and ultimately lead to the
discovery and explanation of techniques used in implementing succession programs and
activities. Approaches identified in the management or development of succession programing
were related to a procedure that emphasized the significance of succession programing and
implementing it in such a way that corresponds with an organization’s culture or characteristics.
Friedman (1986) was the first to research succession planning from the viewpoint of
succession planning being a system versus an event. Friedman’s research revealed two important
factors of succession planning: First, it established the difference between succession planning
and CEO (or executive level) succession planning as an occasional and irregular event. Second,
it defined succession planning as a process that is continual and ongoing. Friedman’s (1986)
research examined succession planning processes and systems and described how they correlate
with organizational outcomes. After collecting data via a questionnaire from over 235 Fortune
500 companies, Friedman (1986) suggested that to be effective, a succession planning system
requires involvement from the executive level, review processes performed by human resources,
internal management level in the succession process, and a team of well-developed management
talent.
Themes of Current Research of Nonprofit Succession Planning
Both context and complexity are variables that can impact the effectiveness of an
organization’s leadership succession plan or processes. Approaches to succession planning, for
example, can range from: a) developing retention strategies for current leaders to maintain their
position for long periods of time; b) encourage executive or board-level leaders to take an active
role in shaping succession planning processes and strategies for new leaders; and c) creating
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talent pools where potential leaders are called upon to temporarily fill leadership roles in cases of
unexpected vacancies or emergencies (Peter-Hawkins et al., 2018, p. 28). A search of the
literature by McKee and Froelich (2016) revealed four major themes:
1) a wave of nonprofit executive turnover is on the very near horizon; 2) top executive
turnover is of special consequence in the nonprofit sector; 3) challenges and obstacles to
nonprofit executive replacement are distinctly high; and 4) overall, NPOs have not
adequately planned for executive leadership transition. (p. 3)
These themes were discovered through multiple studies across several U.S. organizations using a
variety of data collection methods. Three studies between 2016 and 2018 are analyzed below to
bring clarity as to how the current themes in nonprofit succession planning have developed.
McKee and Froelich (2016) developed a questionnaire, completed by participants from
99 charitable nonprofits and 143 cooperatives, that measured the effort organizations put toward
succession planning. Over 90% of respondents from the survey revealed that most nonprofits
engage in executive succession planning because they are motivated by the need to ensure
continuity of organizational activities. However, less than one-third of respondents (28%
charities; 34% cooperatives) viewed succession planning as a means of adapting to a changing
environment. By comparison, organizations value maintaining stability more than preparing and
planning for organizational change. Attention to financial outcomes, improving and maintaining
financial performance were cited as the more popular factors and reasons for succession planning
by approximately half of all respondents from the study.
Santora et al. (2015) performed a six-country study that compared data from recently
published articles to assess the extent to which NPOs plan for executive director succession.
Through the use of the Global Survey of Executive Succession in NPOs, data were collected
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from a sample size of 31 executive nonprofit directors. Other countries in the study used the
following sample sizes: 200 in Italy, 29 in Russia, 51 in Australia, 70 in Israel, and an
undisclosed amount in Brazil. In the United States, it was overwhelmingly revealed that
succession planning is not a primary activity with only 16% of nonprofits engaging in succession
planning. Also, 64% of NPOs in the United States would use outsiders as successors versus
grooming or selecting insiders for leadership roles. Santora et al. (2015) stated that the elements
of succession planning identified in the study were some of the underlying causes for issues of
organizational sustainability. These elements included prioritization of organizational succession
planning activities, possessing a formal succession plan, recruiting an internal executive director,
and increasing the likelihood of selecting the assistant executive director as a successor. All of
these elements, or the lack there of concerning organizational practices, can be traced back to a
lack of leadership succession planning processes.
Stewart and Kuenzi (2018) surveyed 150 NPOs in markets related to health or human
services in the top 20 largest metropolitan statistical areas in the United States. The study was
conducted to analyze existing executive leadership pipelines and career paths of leaders in the
nonprofit sector. Findings revealed the following: 1) Executives averaged over 32 years of
experience across 5.42 different positions; 2) the fewest years of the executive’s tenure were
spent in nonmanagement positions versus more time being spent in management or executivelevel positions; 3) almost 40% of executives could recall experiencing at least one internal
promotion but highlights that executives have and will change organizations for promotion
opportunities; and 4) a majority of executives were external hires and had no prior existing
relationship to the current organizations they now lead.
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These studies reveal that succession planning in the nonprofit sector continues to be a
challenge. While very few NPOs across the United States actively engage in succession
planning, other NPOs do so to the extent of filling only executive roles, promoting few leaders
inside the organization to leadership positions, hiring leaders outside of the organization to fill
important positions, focusing on maintaining organizational stability, or do not actively engage
in succession planning as it is not seen as a priority. These themes are not as frequent in the forprofit (e.g., business or corporate) sector as succession planning is handled differently and is
faced with fewer complications.
Comparison: Succession Planning in the For-Profit Sector
Harrell (2016) stated that 10% to 15% of corporations (annually) appoint a new CEO due
to leadership transitions (e.g., retirement, resignation, termination, health issues). In 2015,
turnover reached a 15-year high among global CEOs due to the increase of activist investors who
are forcing out leaders they see as unfit or underperforming in their role. However, boards are
unprepared to terminate or replace their chief executives despite trends created by activist
investors. This could be for the following reasons as stated by Berns and Klarner (2017): 1) Top
leaders (or managers) do not have a direct effect on the organization’s performance, but they do
have an indirect influence via their strategic choices such as strategic change, market-entry, risktaking, and investment decisions; 2) Boards are inclined to identify successors with strategy
experience that is consistent with organization’s future plans or strategy; 3) The ultimate choice
of a successor lies with the board, but the incumbent CEO is also responsible for managing
succession activities, with the board evaluating, controlling, and supporting the process; and 4)
Boards cannot manage the details of leadership development, such as providing talented
executives with challenging assignments to prove themselves and to develop their skills
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portfolio. This results in a disconnect between the succession planning that boards should be
doing and what is done.
For-Profit Approaches to Succession Planning. In the process of succession planning,
Schepker et al. (2018) stated that for-profit organizations take one of four approaches. First,
selecting multiple successor candidates increases firm performance by avoiding bias or
shortsightedness in strategic choices and allows comparisons of candidates over a given time.
Using multiple candidates approach allows an organization’s board to receive the appropriate
information, reduce chances of adverse selection, and respond quickly in the selection process.
Second, increase the likelihood of internal successor selection to decrease adverse selection of an
external candidate. This approach emphasizes formalized succession planning processes that
may encourage boards to perform systematic and ongoing reviews of gaps in talent across
candidates. If talent gaps are found, boards may become involved in the process of grooming
candidates for leadership roles by early hiring talent with the potential to be a successor and
allowing these potential successors to learn the culture of the organization. Third, reducing the
time to appoint a permanent successor reduces adverse selection, disruption in operations, and
eliminates negative firm performance and investor reactions (as associated with interim leaders).
Finally, enlisting the help of third-party experts is a means of external help in selecting a
successor or creating a succession plan.
Rana and Grewal (2013) stated succession planning is a process that involves the
identification of internal people (or employees) with the potential to fill key leadership positions
and are further developed to do so within their organization. Succession planning provides
organizations with an available pool of talented persons capable and prepared to assume
leadership roles as they become available. Rana and Grewal (2013) suggested developing a
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formal program with the purpose of developing new leaders that could (in the long-term) pay
huge dividends and suggests doing so through the following steps: 1) identify critical positions of
the organizations that without these roles the organization cannot meet its business objectives; 2)
Identify competencies by profiling positions within the organization and giving clear
understanding and detail of the skills needed for an effective performance in vital areas; 3)
Identify succession planning strategies such as creating and developing talent pools of internal
candidates, on-boarding and recruitment efforts to aid in succession management; 4) Document
and implement succession plans by providing mechanisms for a clearly defined timeline, roles,
and responsibilities; and 5) evaluate the effectiveness of succession planning efforts to ensure
their success by evaluating succession planning activities, examining personnel or workforce
data, and making adjustments where needed to ensure organizational (or departmental) success.
Current Themes in the For-Profit Sector Research. Schepker et al. (2018) conducted a
three-year study between April 2013 and June 2015 collecting and using data from 218
companies. The study surveyed chief human resource officers and hailed them as critical
components of the succession planning process as they are trusted to manage succession
processes and have an intimate understanding of their organization’s succession planning
activities. From interviews of these chief human resource officers the study revealed the
following results as it concerns succession planning: 1) having a formalized succession process
affects the outcome of succession planning, 2) organizations with influential CEOs are less likely
to engage a third party (external candidate) or consider them as an option for succession
planning, and 3) board processes of succession planning (e.g., use of external help, or time to
select a permanent successor) often occur independently of the CEO as boards are often
responsible for CEO selection and lack involvement in the daily business of the organization.
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In a second study, Hoitash and Mkrtchyan (2018) used business intelligence services,
financial statistics databases, and market information databases BoardEx, Compustat, and the
Center for Research in Security Prices to identify 2,599 organizations that experienced 3,955
CEO selection and hire between 2001 and 2015. Results show that 67% of CEO turnover is not a
result of poor performance. However, analysis shows that organizations appointing CEOs that
serve in a directors-type capacity are more limited in their supply or selection of (internal or
external) CEO candidates. Organizations with director-type CEOs are more likely to encounter
complications that lead to their unexpected departures after they have been appointed. Also, the
effect of the director-type CEO’s succession impacts organizational performance as the
circumstances leading to the CEO’s appointment suggest that they are a quick-fix solution but
not an alternative strategy or solution for succession planning. The study suggests that the
unplanned appointment of a CEO often results in ill-fitting successors and leads to even more
time and resources being dedicated to the succession process in the future.
In a third study, Tao and Zhao (2019) used an analysis sample from the ExecuComp
database from 1992 to 2015, yielding a sample of 2,542 CEO turnovers from 1,700 firms.
Results of the study concluded that if CEO turnover processes are not prepared organizations can
experience a 10-20% decrease in operational performance and 5-10% increase in risk or
unpredictability in the earlier years or phases of the turnover. The study supports that a wellplanned CEO succession process leads to better performances post-CEO turnover and lowers
uncertainty for the organization. The study also suggests that there is no difference (or
preference) between an internal or external candidate chosen to be the successor and becoming
CEO of an organization. The only exception to whether an internal or external candidate is
preferred and chosen for the role of CEO is in cases of relay succession - the number of years a
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candidate has been mentored or intentionally groomed as an apparent successor or inheritor of
leadership role (e.g., CEO).
In a fourth study, McKee et al. (2019) stated that the success of small and medium-sized
enterprises (SME) such as credit unions, is impeded by the absence of strategic planning (such as
succession) and the lack thereof can have adverse consequences for small business organizations.
Successful transition of the business from one manager to another is a key component for
business continuation. Using a sample of credit unions that had CEO or executive changes
between 2009 and 2015 and were in continuous operations between 2007 and 2017 the study
determined that SMEs such as small credit unions experience the following changes: 1) A
significant growth in assets and deposits with capitalization remaining unchanged; 2)
Performance had an increase in noninterest income and had diverse sources of income; 3) New
transitioning executives bring the capacity to implement strategic change approved by the board
of directors; 4) New transitioning executives reposition the credit unions capital structure to
preserve the organization’s viability but also to consider product modifications and income
strategies; and 5) New executives, together with their team look carefully at their internal
environment, but lack the familiarity with practices and problems familiar to the organization.
Therefore, the study confirms succession planning is significant in terms of retention, transfer of
firm-specific knowledge, and business continuity.
Themes. The results of these studies highlight the following themes within the for-profit
sector as it concerns succession planning. First, succession planning is a useful human resource
investment and development technique because it identifies and prepares employees to serve
their organization and be in place to respond to future organizational needs (Ali et al., 2019).
Second, approaches to succession planning (e.g., internal and external candidate search and
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selection) have perceived benefits and challenges, depending on organizational needs or cultural
norms (Caleb, 2015). Third, boards can choose from a variety of CEO-type successions
approaches such as insider or outside succession – candidates are chosen from within or outside
of the organization; intra-industry or inter-industry succession – candidates chosen from the
same or a different industry (Berns & Klarner, 2017). Finally, the board of directors elects a
capable CEO to manage the company or they have the authority to decide the CEO’s turnover or
removal. The voters and members often have controlling power as part of the board of directors
and play vital roles in the management of a company (Luan et al., 2018).
Comparison
The literature suggests that both the nonprofit sector and for-profit sector fall short in
implementing or creating succession planning strategies before incumbent leader departures and
transitions. However, the lack of succession planning in one sector is not as problematic as it is
in the other. For instance, for-profit organizations are willing to both forgo succession plans as
well as take chances on multiple successor candidates if it is believed or voted that the placement
of a successor (planned or planned; timely or untimely) will prove beneficial to the organization.
From this stance, for-profits will develop, promote, or hire (both external and internal)
candidates to fill leadership roles to ensure no disruptions to organizational operations or place
individuals in executive roles as a quick-fix. Nonprofits are seemingly not as prepared in
promoting any candidate (whether internal or external) to a leadership role and may have no pool
of candidates ready to step into vacant leadership positions. Such a circumstance could be the
result of organizational size, access to resources or a preference to engage (or not engage in
succession planning) as the need for a successor may not be prevalent. The literature does not
clearly discuss the cause for such occurrences in NPOs.
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Vroom’s Theory of Expectancy
Vroom’s expectancy theory of motivation, also known as valence, instrumentality, and
expectancy (VIE) theory states that people choose to act in a self-indulgent pleasure-seeking
manner or have a preference for actions that will bring them the greatest expected personal
efficacy or happiness (Baciu, 2017; Vroom, 1964). According to the VIE model (Klein, 1990),
motivational force depends on the expectation that effort will generate performance, that
performance or its instrumentality will lead to rewards that have been attributed to a specific
value. The first two variables (expectation and instrumentality) are inversely related to the
difficulty of fulfilling a chosen task and consequently, there are implications of a negative
relationship between the difficulty of task fulfillment and the motivation to achieve the task
(Klein, 1990). Lacking any element of the VIE model will lead to a lack of motivation. As noted
in Chapter 1, the theory of planned behavior has been applied to succession planning (Sharma et
al., 2003). However, the present study argues that expectancy theory provides a beneficial
theoretical foundation for understanding why organizations and their leaders engage in
succession planning (or chose not to). Comparatively, the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen,
1991) is less frequently applied to complex and long-term behaviors completed by groups, but
rather is used to explain specific actions like washing one’s hands or exercise (public health
research).
Lloyd and Mertens’ (2018) presented expectancy theory as follows: First, expectancy is
the individual’s anticipation that a certain effort will lead to a specific performance. It is the
extent to which an individual believes their abilities will lead or assist them in achieving a
specific goal (e.g., gaining an additional degree). Vroom (1964) described expectancy as an
action-outcome association. Second, instrumentality is the perception that the outcome of a given
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performance will lead to the acquirement of an anticipated or desired reward (e.g., gaining a
promotion). Vroom describes this as an outcome-outcome association (Vroom, 1964). Third,
valence is the individual preference or orientation towards a specific outcome (e.g., value of
being promoted; Vroom, 1964). Valence can be positive or negative, whereby the attainment of
the reward is something an individual desires or something an individual wishes to avoid. In the
present study, expectancy theory will be considered in understanding: How essential succession
planning is to an organization’s survival and success (expectancy); What behaviors or actions
organizations believe they must take to achieve or reach its valued outcomes (instrumentality);
and What outcomes does the organization desire to obtain (or avoid) through the implementation
(or neglect) of succession planning (valence)?
Expectancy Theory in Organizational Processes
Literature about expectancy theory has been based on various subject matters, such as
performance management, leadership development, and member behavior. Lee (2019) explained
that performance management is “the practice of making personnel decisions regarding
distributing organizational rewards, such as pay raises, awards, and promotions, based on the
performance of individual employees” (p. 29). By adopting a performance-based reward scheme,
employees can earn and work towards immediate opportunities that will grant greater rewards
and recognition for their performance, which then increase the expectancy of performance and
improve employees’ work motivation (Lee, 2019). The belief that by evaluating, managing, and
evaluating the work of employees, management can improve their motivation to perform is
rooted in expectancy theory.
Concerning member behavior, Baumann and Bonner (2017) stated that to apply
expectancy theory, one must “first specify the outcomes and behavioral options for which
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valence, instrumentality, and expectancy are being evaluated” (p. 407). For instance, members or
employees of an organization may have interests in maximizing group performance, enjoy
building camaraderie and collegial collaboration, establishing dominance, or completing several
tasks and achieving social goals.
In leadership development, Fusarelli et al. (2018) argued that programs of succession
planning should “align to enable the organization to compete more effectively, reinforce desired
perceptions about the organization, foster employee legitimacy, and focus on the strengths and
weaknesses of the organization” (p. 293). Based on expectancy theory, there is a link between
succession planning, leadership development practices, and an organization’s ability to identify
valuable and new information, integrate that information, and apply it. By applying the
aforementioned variables, organizations increased the probability of desirable future gains as it
concerns the motivation of employees to meet organizational expectations (Wang et al., 2018),
which has the potential to reinforce positive perceptions of the organization and encourage
employee legitimacy and commitment.
Expectancy Theory in Succession Planning Practices
The terms “expectancy theory” and “succession planning” were entered in academic
search engines Google Scholar, EBSCO, and ProQuest. Google Scholar yielded over 1,290
results from the search query, while EBSCO yielded seven results and ProQuest yielded four
results. It is important to note that results did not include terms “expectancy theory” and
“succession planning” in combination but showed them as separate and individual focal points of
respective studies and research. Therefore, after completing a systematic search, I determined
that no previous studies included the use of expectancy theory as it relates to succession planning
which emphasizes the unique nature of this study in considering expectancy theory. As an
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alternative, I explored other organizational practices and circumstances that used expectancy
theory to further establish the rationale of its use in the practice of NPO succession planning.
Application in Both Individual and Team Motivated Behavior
As it concerns member behavior and seeking specific outcomes, for this study, succession
planning would be the specific outcome and so behaviors are measured as it relates to that end.
Expectancy theory often considers individual motivated behavior where an individual (or actor)
is considering a task or course of action and can decide to attempt the task or not. However,
when applied to a group or team, and if the task has a greater chance of successful completion if
attempted by a team, the individual actor may be influenced to maximize the group performance
or any number of social goals (Baumann & Bonner, 2017).
Lee’s (2019) study explored the motivational effect of performance-based human
resource management through the three factors of expectancy theory (valence, expectancy, and
instrumentality). Lee stated that low expectancy leads to low performance if employees have 1)
low self-efficacy – belief in their ability to accomplish a task, 2) minimum to no job autonomy –
being free to engage in risk-taking, inventive, and practical entrepreneurial behavior, and 3)
minimal access to resources. As it concerns valence and instrumentality, management can fail to
raise employee motivation if there is a mismatch between organizational values and the unique
motivation of employees (e.g., intangible values), organizational rewards, or job characteristics –
challenging tasks versus trivial tedious tasks. However, Lee’s study examines motivation at the
employee level, whereas the present study examines the organization’s overall motivations,
applying expectancy theory at a different level of analysis. Nonetheless, the same concepts of
barriers to motivation (e.g., lack of instrumentality, lack of knowledge about succession
planning) seem likely to apply.
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In a second study, Lăzăroiu (2015) combined Locke and Latham’s goal-setting theory
with expectancy theory and determined that goals have an impact on employee conduct and
operation. By selecting a goal or possessing an overall aim, attention is concentrated more on the
significant purpose of the activity that is being undertaken. Similarly, as organizations consider
whether to engage in succession planning, if the goal is deemed unattainable, has no clear focus,
or negatively impacts organizational goals and morale, the objective of establishing a succession
plan could be dismissed. On the other hand, if organizations present succession planning as an
obtainable goal, with potentially positive effects, and reasonable achievability, (under goalsetting theory) organizations may put forth an effort to see that the objective is met.
When applying these concepts and the results of the studies to the practice of succession
planning, if there is no belief the task (implementing succession planning) can be accomplished,
or absence of a particular objective to justify and focus implementation of the practice,
succession planning may not be used or sought after. This leads to this inquiry of how NPOs
view succession planning and what are their motivations for engaging or not engaging in the
practice.
NPOs View of Succession Planning
To determine if nonprofits or their members (e.g., managers, board members, CEOs, and
directors) value or see the benefit to the practice of succession planning, the following studies
provide insight. This is important because if there is no appeal to the practice of succession
planning, then nonprofits would lack the motivation to pursue the idea.
In Carman et al.’s (2010) study, board members of nonprofits (not necessarily the
organization as a whole) agreed that succession planning needs to be a core responsibility of
board members. Many board members of nonprofits confessed that they struggle with the
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practice of succession planning in times of identifying and cultivating new members to become
their (personal) successors and new board members. The study implies that board members
individually see the value of succession planning that it should be done continuously on a board
member level even if it is not done organizationally. Within the same study, organizations
admitted that they either engage in emergency succession planning – plans that are enforced in
case of unexpected emergencies (e.g., heart attack and accidental death), or departure-defined
succession planning where planning is done in anticipation of the departure of a long-termed
executive. McKee and Froelich (2016) stated that the majority of nonprofits do very little in the
areas of leadership preparation or succession planning. However, it is not clearly stated what
factors are leading to the minimal effort NPOs make towards developing succession plans or
how NPOs will address leadership deficits within their context with the coming adverse impacts
of leadership absence in the nonprofit sector (Norris-Tirrell et al., 2018).
Summary of Rationale for Using Expectancy Theory
The basic idea of expectancy theory as described by Vroom, is people choose to act in a
manner that satisfies their pleasure, self-indulgence, or what they may deem good for
themselves. If organizational leaders do not believe that the creation or implementation of
succession planning is critical to the success of the organization, then it is likely they will ignore
the practice altogether. This begs the question as to why NPOs that see the value in succession
planning do not make the effort to engage in the practice. What motivations or lack thereof,
hinder the implementation of succession planning in these organizations?
Using the factors of expectancy theory or VIE model, this study will explore first, as it
concerns valence, what do NPOs value, and what are some of the tangible rewards they expect to
obtain if the effort is put forth to develop succession plans. For example, do they place value on
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the vision and mission being shared, continuity of revenue generation, supporting volunteers and
paid workforce, creating long-term value in the organization with measurable results,
establishing the brand and image of the organization, preserving company knowledge and
systems, or establishing business and leadership models (Cullom & Cullom, 2011)?
Second, regarding the factor of instrumentality, what do NPOs believe they will achieve
or gain if they put forth the effort to establish a succession plan and how does that effort align
with organizational outcomes or anticipated rewards for this performance. For example, do
NPOs believe having (or not having) a succession plan will make their organization more
efficient or effective; will it positively affect organizational operations; better equip leaders; or
establish their organization in such a way that it will be able to maintain operations for years to
come? These can be seen as potential rewards are given for the effort of succession planning.
Third, regarding the factor of expectancy, what anticipated outcomes do NPOs believe
their efforts towards succession planning will produce? For example, if NPOs invest their
resources to create succession plans do they believe they will produce leaders able to one day
lead the organization? Do they expect a succession plan will aid in organizational stability in
times of leadership transitions or other organizational changes? Expectancy is also influenced by
the organization’s perceptions of its human and financial resources (e.g., knowledge of
succession planning and resources for succession planning).
The aim of using expectancy theory is not to test this theory, but rather use it alongside
other theories to understand if, how, and why NPOs are motivated to engage in the practice of
succession planning. In the present study, organizational efforts towards succession planning will
be assessed as a tactic about rewards and outcomes being sought or expected by organizations
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that engage in the practice and how the organization actively works towards the goal of
establishing and implementing succession planning.
The Atlanta Region
The present case study will focus on NPOs within the Atlanta region. Atlanta is both
Georgia’s and most populated city. Atlanta serves as the cultural and economic hub of
metropolitan areas and economically ranks tenth in the nation due to its Gross Domestic Product
of $276 billion (World Population Review, 2019). The Atlanta Chamber of Commerce reports
that the Atlanta region serves as the business capital of the southeastern U.S. and a hub for global
business. Atlanta is one of the fastest-growing metropolitan cities in the U.S. and has the 10th
largest metro economy as measured by gross metro product. The city is home to over 5.9 million
people and more than 150,000 businesses and organizations. The Southeast region of the U.S.
has a population of 83.7 million and boasts the largest economy of all U.S. regions measuring
$4.1 trillion in gross domestic product in 2017 alone. The metro Atlanta regional map describes
the Atlanta region as encompassing roughly 29 counties with over 102 primary cities and towns
within those counties (Metro Atlanta Chamber, n.d.).
Atlanta, GA is home to
a population of 486,000 people, of which 95.8% are citizens. As of 2017, roughly 32,000
Atlanta residents were born outside of the country. The ethnic composition of the
population of Atlanta is composed of 254,000 Black or African American residents
(52.1%), 179,000 White residents (36.9%), 20,900 Hispanic or Latino residents (4.29%),
19,600 Asian residents (4.02%), 10,500 two or more races residents (2.16%), 2,130 other
race or ethnic residents (0.438%), 374 American Indian and Alaska Native residents
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(0.0769%), and 0 Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander Alone residents (0%).
(Data USA, n.d.; U.S. Census Bureau, 2018)
The U.S. Census Bureau and Data USA report the economy of Atlanta employs 254,000
people. Atlanta’s largest industries are professional, scientific, and technical services (36,702
people), educational services (25,963 people), and retail trade (25,258 people), and the highest
paying industries are management of companies and enterprises ($141,370), finance and
insurance ($90,856), and professional, scientific, and technical services ($77,042). The median
household income in Atlanta is $57,597. Males in Atlanta have an average income that is 1.35
times higher than the average income of females, which is $47,924. The income inequality in
Atlanta (measured using the Gini index) is 0.479, which is higher than the national average (Data
USA, n.d.; U.S. Census Bureau, 2018).
From 2016 to 2017, employment in Atlanta, GA grew at a rate of 6.37%, from 239,000
employees to 254,000 employees. The most common job groups, by the number of people living
in Atlanta are management occupations (36,624 people), sales and related occupations (29,137
people), and office and administrative support occupations (25,967 people). The most common
employment sectors for those who live in Atlanta are professional, scientific, and technical
services (36,702 people), educational services (25,963 people), and retail trade (25,258 people)
(Data USA, n.d.; U.S. Census Bureau, 2018).
No further statistical information on Atlanta’s NPOs was provided by any of the above
sources, and no further information (in addition to what was included in Chapter 1) could be
located. However, the information presented in Chapter 1 and here suggests that Atlanta has a
strong and fast-growing economy, with an equally fast-growing and rapidly changing population.
Additionally, despite not being exclusively described in the above information, Georgia is home
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to over 11,000 registered (active and reporting) nonprofits that provide a variety of needs and
services across multiple industries according to the National Center for Charitable Statistics
(McKeever, 2018).
Conclusion
Current literature concerning the nonprofit sector suggests that there is an impending
shortage of nonprofit leaders due to both voluntary departures (e.g., retirement and resignation)
and involuntary departures (e.g., termination, death, forced out) over the next eight years.
Unfortunately, the literature states that NPOs are limited in their talent pools to fill leadership
positions as they become vacant. Therefore, they are unprepared to face the issue of leadership
transitions and deficits that is on the rise within the sector. However, with knowledge of
upcoming leadership departures and ongoing issues with filling leadership positions, many
nonprofits are not actively engaging in succession planning as a means to correct the issue of
rising leadership deficits or enlarge leadership talent pools and ensure organizational stability
after the loss of an incumbent leader.
As leadership deficits continue to be an issue for NPOs, the literature does not explain
what is preventing nonprofits from engaging in the practice of succession planning to address
current and future leadership needs. With consideration of the theory of expectancy as a starting
place, the current study sought to understand why NPOs do or do not engage in some form of
succession planning and what motivations could be identified as the causes of these stances
towards the practice. This study seeks to understand the purposes and motivations underlying the
active use (or absence) of succession planning. Next, Chapter 3 will explain the methodology
that was used to gather and analyze data from Atlanta-region nonprofits to understand their
approach to succession planning and how they address leadership deficits.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
The purpose of this case study was to examine the use of succession planning and
barriers to further use of succession planning in nonprofit organizations in the Atlanta region.
Through a qualitative case study of Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations, this study sought to
discover the following: 1) To what extent are Atlanta-region NPOs using succession planning to
address current and future leadership vacancies? 2) What barriers Atlanta-region NPOs
perceived or experienced with leadership succession planning? Additionally, the study sought to
discover differences between Atlanta-region NPOs that do and do not use succession planning in
terms of their organizational characteristics, satisfaction with current succession planning
practices, and intentions to create or further develop succession plans for current or future
leadership vacancies. This study also acknowledged reasons given by Atlanta-region NPOs for
not having succession plans or not further developing existing plans. This chapter summarizes
the methodology for the study.
Qualitative Research
This study used a qualitative research design in the form of a multiple case study.
Creswell (2014) suggested collecting qualitative data through examination of documents,
observing behavior, and interviewing participants to produce a visual or descriptive model of
many facets of a process or a central phenomenon to establish a holistic picture (pp. 185-186).
Qualitative research has the benefit of bringing focus to the perceptions of participants who have
personal experiences of the phenomena of interest in the study. This qualitative approach and the
constructivist paradigm which underlies qualitative research draws attention to patterns of
interactions and the interpretative processes by which individuals assign meanings to events and
situations (Leavy, 2017, p. 129). Qualitative research is characterized by numerous available
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research methods and results in “thick descriptions” of social life (Leavy, 2017, p. 134). The
benefits of a qualitative approach as explained by Creswell (2014) are: that it takes place in
natural settings where human behavior and events occur; that the data emerging from a
qualitative study is “descriptive (reported in words or pictures) rather than numbers; and the
focus of qualitative research is on participants’ perceptions and experience and the way they
make sense of their lives in an attempt to understand multiple realities” (pp. 205-206). A
qualitative method was suited to the study’s purpose due to the study being exploratory and
aimed towards understanding how succession planning was viewed by real-world nonprofit
leaders.
Case Study Method
Case studies are a “design of inquiry found in many fields in which the researcher
develops an in-depth analysis of a case, often a program, event, activity, process, or one or more
individuals” (Creswell, 2014, p. 14). In the present study, the case was nonprofit organizations in
the Atlanta region. Case studies allow researchers to focus on a “case” and to retain “a holistic
and real-world perspective (Yin, 2018, p. 35). In the present study, a sample of NPOs in Atlanta
acted as a multiple case study which collectively provided a view of the use of succession
planning in the region. By focusing on organizations in one region, the impact of region-specific
norms, practices, or challenges is reduced when compared to a multiple case study including
cases from multiple regions. The findings of the study are likely to apply to NPOs in the region
that are similar to those included in the study.
Taking a case study approach has various benefits: First, a case study is an experimental
and practical method that investigates a contemporary event or phenomenon (the “case”) in
significant depth and detail while in its real-world context. Second, case studies are not limited to
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being a design feature or a sole data collection tactic because case study research is comprised of
an all-encompassing mode of inquiry. Case studies can include a relativist, interpretivism, or
realist orientation, and has their logic of design, techniques for data collection, and specific
approaches to data analysis (Yin, 2018).
Related to this, a case study allows researchers to demonstrate how an event or
phenomenon occurs as opposed to documenting that it does or does not occur (Tetnowski, 2015).
Through a multiple-case study, which consisted of a “whole” study of individual cases,
perceptions and examples are gathered from various sources, and conclusions are drawn
especially from interview data (Tellis, 1997).
Multiple case studies strengthen the results of research by duplicating and reproducing
the patterns identified, thereby increasing the strength and authenticity of the findings. Literal
replication, “where the cases are designed to corroborate each other” and theoretical replication,
“where the cases are designed to cover different theoretical conditions” are two approaches to
establish replication logic” (Vohra, 2014, p. 55) and provide external validation to research
findings. In the present study, multiple cases corroborated each other, but also provide insight on
variations between types of nonprofits.
Interviews
To collect data, qualitative interviews were used to interact with participants. The
interviews were semistructured and relied on open-ended questions that elicited views and
opinions from the participants. The advantages of using an interview approach included: its
usefulness when participants could not be directly observed in their context; it allows
participants to provide background and historical information; and it allows the researcher to
possess control over the type and line of questioning (Creswell, 2014). Interviews also allowed
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deeper exploration of topics and two-way communication between researcher and participant to
gain a richer sense of the phenomena of interest. Interviewing is well suited to qualitative studies
and case studies and allows me access to deeper insights on the topic of interest.
Population, Setting, and Sample
The nonprofit sector in America utilizes a 501(c)(3) category in which organizations must
serve at least one or more “religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational” purposes
(Stecker, 2014, p. 350). Nonprofit organizations impact communities and individuals and
provide some of the most basic and essential services such as food, clean water, shelter, access to
medicine and health services, and education (Cadet & Carroll, 2019). Therefore, the sample of
this study included organizations of four different industry sectors: Health, religion, education,
and human services. Interviews were conducted across 20 organizations (five per industry sector)
to gain more descriptive data of how NPOs are currently approaching succession planning as
each industry sector has its own unique set of challenges, circumstances, and methods of
operation. This number exceeds Daniel’s (2012) recommended sample sizes for qualitative and
exploratory studies. Interviews were limited to employees with knowledge of their organization’s
succession planning practices and processes. Specifically, this sample of employees included, but
was not limited to, CEOs, executive leaders, board members, directors, managers, human
resource professionals, and other organizational leaders.
The sample was identified through two approaches: First, cold outreach to nonprofits in
Atlanta found on the internet via search engines, email, phone calls, and social media (LinkedIn
and Facebook). Second, recruitment of organizations through means of recommendations and
referrals by known colleagues and associates or contacting gatekeepers (well-networked
individuals) within NPOs in the Atlanta region. Participants were identified via purposive
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sampling. The purposive sampling technique, also called judgment sampling, is when a
participant is deliberately chosen due to qualities they possess. It is a nonrandom technique
which means there is no need for underlying theories or obtaining a set number of participants.
Simply put, the researcher decides what needs to be known and works towards finding the people
who are qualified (by knowledge and experience) and willing to provide the information (Etikan
et al., 2016). For this study, it was required that the research participants know the organization’s
succession planning practices. Therefore, administrators, executive-level leaders, and general
managers were requested to participate in an interview, as these individuals had specific
knowledge of the organization’s succession planning processes. Some snowball sampling was
used where participants were not directly recruited by me but located through other research
participants or gatekeepers who connected potential participants to me (Marcus et al., 2017).
Data Collection
After IRB approval, invitation emails were sent to potential participants outlining the
details of the interview, its setup, and protocols. Participants were asked for a time and date that
they were available for an interview (at their convenience). Data were collected by conducting
interviews with informants from organizations in each of the previously named nonprofit sectors
within the Atlanta region. Interviews averaged 30 to 45 minutes long, utilizing a hybrid of fully
structured (demographic) and semistructured (main research questions) interview questions – a
combination of prepared and essential questions and ad hoc probing questions that invited more
detail and exploration. Questions were mostly presented in an open-ended format to encourage
discussion and sharing of examples. Interviews were recorded with the participant’s permission.
Prior to COVID-19 concerns and safety precautions, interviews were conducted face-to-face at a
location selected by the participant. After COVID-19 precautions and restrictions were
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introduced, remaining interviews were conducted by telephone or Zoom video conferencing
when scheduling requirements permitted it. Participants signed a consent form before the
interviews began, which assured them of the confidentiality of their responses, including keeping
information about their organization confidential.
Ethical Considerations and Confidentiality
As suggested by Resnik (2018), all participants were prompted with an informed consent
process to not only describe research goals, methods, and procedures but also to protect the
participants’ rights and welfare and gain their explicit consent to participate in the interview.
Consent is a “mutual agreement between investigators and subjects in which both parties affirm
their intentions to behave in particular ways” (p. 113) and the consent form provides a written
record of this agreement. To ensure confidentiality and security, the following principles guided
this study: 1) respect the research site and minimize disruptions; 2) remind participants of the
purpose of the study; 3) adhere to strict confidentiality standards; 4) respect power imbalances
such as the struggle for control or domination of conversation; 5) avoid misuse, exploitation, and
abuse of participants; and 6) avoid collecting information that could be detrimental (personally
or professionally) to the participant (Resnik, 2018).
Audio recordings and field notes were securely stored until transcribed. Any identifying
information was removed from transcripts and notes. To ensure participants’ confidentiality and
safety, all participants were given pseudonyms to protect their identities, where only I knew
individual participants’ identities. Individual names or names of organizations were not reported
in the study report. Collected data (e.g., notes, interview transcriptions, participants’ real names
and organizations, and audio recordings) were securely stored on my password-protected
computer and password-protected external hard drive minimizing data breaches via internet
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connections or hardware malfunctions. I will keep all records for three years after completion of
the study.
Data Analysis
The interviews were transcribed and integrated with any field notes I collected from the
interview. Data were then analyzed using Creswell’s (2014) qualitative data analysis process: 1)
Organize and prepare data for analysis; 2) Read or look at all data to find interrelating themes; 3)
Begin coding all data and placing codes into categories; 4) Generate a description of the setting,
people, categories, or themes for analysis; 5) Advance how the description and themes will be
represented in the qualitative narrative; and 6) Interpret the findings or results. Themes in the
responses were generated for each research question, including frequency counts of how many
interviews supported each code, category, and theme.
Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software
Computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software, Dedoose, was used to aid the
coding and categorizing of the large amounts of data collected from the interviews. Such data,
when taking the form of narrative text, was collected from open-ended interviews. The software
was used to generate outputs such as frequency charts and code reports that were studied to
determine meaningful patterns that emerged from the data (Yin, 2018). In the coding process, in
vivo coding, which prioritized and maintained participants’ language was used where possible so
that codes developed organically. Before analysis using the software, I engaged in an initial
immersive reading of the transcripts to “feel the pulse of the data” (Leavy, 2017, p. 151) and gain
deep insight into the social worlds of the participants in these participating organizations.
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Categorizing, Theming, and Interpretation
After data was coded, I searched for patterns and the relationships between codes by
categorizing – “grouping similar or seemingly related codes together, and theming via the use of
an extended phrase or sentence that signals the meaning behind a code or group of codes”
(Leavy, 2017, p. 152). All categories, codes, and themes, as suggested by Yin (2018), were
placed into a descriptive framework as such a strategy aided in deciphering complex patterns in
the cases to explain why the practice of succession planning is used or not used. This allowed me
to implement the analytic technique of explanation building to describe the phenomenon that was
studied, the implementation of succession planning, and detail how or why certain outcomes
occur within NPOs as it concerns this phenomenon (Yin, 2018).
Research Quality
The trustworthiness of this study’s results is based on what I observed, heard, recorded,
and transcribed during encounters with participants, as well as any field notes or documents I
collected or created before or during interviews. Criteria of trustworthiness as outlined by
Lincoln and Guba (1985) include credibility, dependability, confirmability, transferability, and
authenticity (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
The credibility of the study, or the confidence in the integrity of the study and its
findings, was established through prolonged engagement with participants (Connelly, 2016). To
obtain credibility, interviews were set at a minimum of 30 minutes long in settings that allowed
participants to share, in some depth, their views on the subject matter of succession planning and
how it was applied within their organization. In addition, a codebook and research best practice
was followed.
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Dependability refers to “the degree to which the researcher accounts for and describe the
changing contexts and circumstances during the study” (Curry & Nunez-Smith, 2015, p. 174).
Dependability is similar to reliability in quantitative research, but with the understanding that the
stability of conditions depends on the nature of the study (Connelly, 2016). To ensure
dependability, the study used an interview protocol where participants were asked the same
questions consistently, aided by a codebook for analyzing the data which ensured consistency in
coding.
Confirmability is “the degree to which the findings of a study are shaped by respondents
and not researcher bias, motivation, or interest” (Curry & Nunez-Smith, 2015, p. 174).
Qualitative researchers using this method maintain an audit trail of analysis and methodological
notes (or memos), as well as details of their decisions and analysis as it progresses (Connelly,
2016). To support confirmability, all interviews were recorded by an electronic recording device
(e.g., voice recorder and mobile phone recording app) with memo logs and field notes detailing
important information shared and observed during interviews. To ensure all data were clearly
and systematically recorded and reported, these tools served as an audit trail for future
replications of the study. I was also conscious of my own biases and views and ensured that
information that conflicted with my outlook was treated equally and include in the findings
(Creswell, 2014). Quotations from the interviewees also allow readers of this report to confirm
that the presentation of results aligns with participants’ statements.
Transferability is the “degree to which findings or research protocols can be transferred
to other settings, contexts, or populations as determined by the reader” (Curry & Nunez-Smith,
2015, p. 174). Qualitative researchers focus on the informants and their story without saying,
believing, or incorporating a bias that what they say applies to everyone or this is everyone’s
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story. Researchers support a study’s transferability with a specific detailed description of the
people involved in the study, the context, and location by being transparent about the analysis
and maintaining trustworthiness (Connelly, 2016). To ensure transferability, detailed descriptions
of samples, participants, and their contexts were provided to distinguish organizational
similarities and differences and how transferable the results of the study might be across different
nonprofit industries or organizations. Also, interviewing across multiple industries accounted for
variables (e.g., financial well-being, staffing, industry standards, or organizational processes) that
may or may not allow succession planning to take place or cause it to be implemented
differently.
Finally, authenticity is the extent to which the researcher conveys the different realities
(or lives) of participants and is done in a manner that is considered fair, complete, and realistic
(Polit & Beck, 2014). Selection of the appropriate people for the study sample and provision of a
vivid and detailed description are ways I addressed and upheld the criteria of authenticity (Schou
et al., 2011). To obtain authenticity, the study included participants who knew of or oversee the
succession planning processes of their organization. This included executive leaders, CEOs,
board members, presidents, directors, and lower-level managers (where applicable). Also, the
study included the participants’ original words using quotations to help convey the information
in an authentic way and provide an unfiltered sense of the participants’ perspective.
Summary
The goal of this chapter was to outline methods used to answer research questions,
identify participants and samples, collect, and analyze data, and highlight assumptions,
limitations, and delimitations relevant to the study. Using a qualitative case study approach, all
data provided was descriptive and highlighted the multiple realities as described by the
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participants, reflecting their experiences within the nonprofit sector. Interviews were used as the
primary strategy to collect data with a mixture of structured and unstructured interviewing.
Participants of this study were selected based on their position and their knowledge of succession
planning practices within their organization to minimize gaps or inaccuracies in the data. In
Chapter 4, study results are provided in alignment with how the methods described in Chapter 3
were followed in interacting with participants and acquiring data across varying nonprofit
sectors.
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Chapter 4: Findings
The findings for this study are split into three chapters. Chapter 4 gives a review of the
purpose statement and research questions used for the present study. This chapter will also
include a description of the research participants and the patterns in their responses to the
interview questions which capture their views of succession planning and the extent their
organization uses the practice. All interviews took place between March and October 2020
during the COVID-19 pandemic. By using the case study approach, interviews produced unique
responses and findings that highlighted the participating nonprofit organizations’ stance on
succession planning and the extent to which the practice is used in their organization. Chapter 4r
then outlines the initial findings from the interviews of research question one, Chapter 5 explores
current and potential barriers to succession planning as described by participants in their
responses to research question 1. Chapter 6 presents themes that were produced after a holistic
analysis of the cases, codes, and categories described in Chapters 4 and 5.
Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The purpose of this case study was to examine the use of succession planning, and
barriers to further use of succession planning, in nonprofit organizations (NPOs) in the Atlanta
region.
This study addresses two main research questions and two subquestions:
Research Question 1: To what extent are Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations using
succession planning to address current and future leadership vacancies?
Research Question 2: What barriers do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations perceive or
experience with leadership succession planning?
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Subquestion 2.1: As evidence of potential barriers to succession planning, what are the
differences between Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations that do and do not use succession
planning in terms of their organizational characteristics, satisfaction with current succession
planning, and intentions to create or further develop succession plans for current or future
leadership vacancies?
Subquestion 2.2: What reasons do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations give for not
having succession plans or not developing existing plans?
Methodology Summary
As stated in Chapter 3, this study used a qualitative research design in the form of a
multiple case study. Participants from NPOs in the Atlanta region were asked to provide their
views on their organization’s use of succession planning. By focusing on a specific region this
study avoided region-to-region differences in culture, economic challenges, or other
considerations that might differ geographically. However, the study did include cases from four
different type nonprofits. Participants for this study were identified using purposive and snowball
sampling and were interviewed for an average of 30 to 45 minutes each.
Participants
This study’s participants included five organizational leaders from four different
nonprofit sectors, resulting in a total sample of 20 leaders. Education, medical (health), religious
(Christian-based), and human services sectors were included. Participants: (a) worked for a
nonprofit located in the Atlanta region; (b) held a leadership position at that nonprofit (e.g.,
executive director, president, CEO, principal, founder, owner, or general manager); and (c) could
speak meaningfully about their organization’s use of succession planning practices.
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Participants’ organizations ranged from small organizations with staff sizes of five
employees, no annual revenue, and limited resources to large nonprofit organizations with over
200 employees and $4 million in annual revenue. Each participant is identified using letter codes
and numbers to distinguish them by their nonprofit industry sector (E1 = Education nonprofit;
HS2 = Human Services nonprofit; MH3 = Medical and Health nonprofit; R4 = Religious
nonprofit). Brief descriptions are listed in Table 1 for each industry sector and the corresponding
participants. Included are the years the organization has been in operation, their position with the
organization, gender, ethnicity, age, and organizational size as it concerns the number of
employees, staff, volunteers, or leaders.
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Table 1
Demographics of Participants
Participant by sector

Organization’s years in
operation

Participant’s position

Gender of
participant

Ethnicity

Age

Number of
employees/staff

Engages in
succession planning

Human Services
HS1

< 10

Program Director

Female

Black/African American

< 50

> 500

No

HS2

21-30

Executive Director

Male

White/Caucasian

< 50

40-100

HS3

11-20

President & CEO

Male

White/Caucasian

> 50

< 39

Yes

HS4

21-30

President & CEO

Female

White/Caucasian

> 50

< 39

No

HS5

< 10

Founder & CEO

Female

White/Caucasian

> 50

< 39

Yes

MH1

21-30

Program Director

Female

White/Caucasian

> 50

< 39

Yes

MH2

21-30

Organizational Leader

Female

Black/African American

< 50

>500

Yes

MH3

11-20

President & CEO

Male

White/Caucasian

> 50

40-100

No

MH4

11-20

Executive Director

Female

White/Caucasian

> 50

40-100

Yes

MH5

< 10

Organizational Leader

Female

Black/African American

< 50

< 39

Yes

Yes

No

Medical & Health

Religious
R1

21-30

President & CEO

Male

White/Caucasian

> 50

40-100

R2

>31

President & CEO

Male

White/Caucasian

> 50

< 39

No

R3

21-30

Executive Leader

Male

Black/African American

< 50

101-400

Yes

R4

11-20

Executive Director

Male

White/Caucasian

< 50

< 39

No

R5

21-30

Executive Director

Male

White/Caucasian

> 50

> 500

No

E1

21-30

Head of School/Principal

Female

White/Caucasian

> 50

< 39

No

E2

21-30

Head of School/Principal

Male

White/Caucasian

> 50

101-400

Yes

E3

11-20

Head of School/Principal

Female

Black/African American

< 50

< 39

No

E4

11-20

Founder

Male

Black/African American

> 50

< 39

Yes

President & CEO

Male

White/Caucasian
14 White/Caucasian
6 Black/African
American
0 Other

> 50

< 39
Under 39 (11)
40-100 (4)
500 or more (3)
100-400 (2)

Yes

Education

E5
Overall summary

11-20
Less than 10 (3)
11-20 (7)
21-30 (9)
Greater than 31 (1)

13 Executive Level
2 Mid-Level
5 Lower Level/Other

11 Male
9 Female

13 Over 50
7 Under 50

11 Yes
9 No
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Education Sector Participants
Education nonprofits that participated in this study consisted of private schools,
academies, and skill development organizations ranging from 11 to 30 years in operation within
the education sector. These organizations ranged from a minimum of 10 employees up to 140
employees (including contractors and part-time employees). The interviews from the education
sector included three heads of school, one founder, and one president (CEO). Each organization
stated they answer to a board of directors and share the responsibility of overseeing
organizational operations which include hiring (or termination) of staff, execution of the mission
and vision, and managing the financials of the organization (including fundraising). Out of the
five organizations within this education sector, two stated that they do not have a formal
succession plan, but processes are in place to develop and promote lower-level leaders within the
organization. The other three NPOs have formal or informal succession plans that only address
the succession of top-level leaders.
Human Services Sector Participants
Human services nonprofits that participated in this study had a range of five to 30 years
of operation within the human services sector and consisted of organizations that combat human
trafficking or offer recovery support to its victims, resources for addiction recovery, life skills
training, and global relief missions. These organizations had a minimum of 10 to over 500
employees, including full-time, part-time, volunteer, and contract employees. The interviews
from the human services sector included one program director, one executive director, and three
CEOs serving as president. Four out of five leaders stated they answer to a board of directors and
were responsible for overseeing the organizational operations, managing financials, and
executing the mission and vision. Out of the five, only two were found to engage in some form
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of succession planning, while the other three did not. However, of the three organizations that
did not have a succession plan, one participant stated they take an initiative on their own to have
a succession plan within their department as they see the practice as valuable, although the
organization does not. The other two organizations that did not have succession plans, do not
engage in the practice because they do not see its need, value, or are in the beginning phases of
creating a plan after years of lacking a plan.
Medical and Health Sector Participants
Medical and health nonprofits that participated in this study consisted of organizations
that operate out of hospitals, health clinics, or local offices within their respective communities.
These organizations offer a variety of medical and health-related services such as mental health
therapy, nutritional health, and general medical health services with a range of four to 30 years of
operation within the medical and health services sector. These organizations had a minimum of
five employees to over 1,000 consisting of part-time and full-time employees. The interviews
from the medical and health sector included one program director, one executive director, one
president and CEO, and two organizational leaders who possess key influence and assist in the
execution of executive decisions. Each organization stated that all executive-level leaders’
answer to a board of directors and the responsibilities of participants varied. These
responsibilities included overseeing staff, managing departments, supervising office operations,
fundraising, grant writing, or managing the overall operations of the organization by executing
its mission and vision. Out of the five organizations, only one stated they do not engage in
succession planning while the other four stated they have formal and documented plans that
either span across all roles of the organization or only address top executive-level positions.
However, the one organization that shared it does not succession plan, has argued a need for it,
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but is prevented from engaging in the practice due to the organization’s reliance on cross-training
of employees.
Religious Sector Participants
Religious nonprofits that participated in this study consisted of organizations that were
predominantly Christian-based and were dedicated to community missions, biblical education, or
providing centers for worship and building community. These organizations had a range of 11 to
30 years of operation and a minimum of five to over 400 employees which consisted of
contractors, part-time employees, full-time employees, and volunteers. The interviewees from
the religious sector included one executive leader, two executive directors, and two presidents
(CEO). Each organization stated they answer to a board of directors and share the responsibility
of overseeing organizational operations, which include, but are not limited to, the execution of
mission and vision, managing the financials of the organization, training potential leaders for
higher-level roles, and strategic planning. Out of the five organizations within the religious
sector, two stated that they have formal and documented succession plans in place while the
other three did not. However, one of the three organizations expressed that the organization is
currently having discussions about creating a plan after many years of not having one and the
others stated that their reasons for not having a formal succession plan are due to alternative
contingency plans in place in the event of leadership or organizational crisis.
Findings: Categories
Once interviews were transcribed, the content was coded into 85 preliminary codes using
Leavy’s (2017) qualitative data analysis procedures including some in vivo coding. All 85
preliminary codes were then reviewed and classified into one of five categories: Organizational
characteristics, satisfaction with current planning practices, the extent of succession planning
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practices, barriers to succession planning, and overall views of succession planning. The full list
of codes and categories are shown in Table 2 along with the total number of occurrences in all
interviews as well as how many participants mentioned the code. Frequencies for categories
mentioned seven times or more among participants are indicated in bold.
Table 2
Frequency of Categories Across Participants
Major category

Subcategory and codes

Organizational
Characteristics

Attributes associated with NPOs that
succession plan
Attributes associated with NPOs that
do not succession plan
Satisfied
Moderately Satisfied
Not Satisfied
No succession planning
Type of Planning
- Long-term planning
- Short-term planning
- Emergency planning
Succession Planning Activities
- Formal and documented plan
- Informal and not documented
- Intentions to hire external
successor
- Conversations about planning
- Mentoring and training successor
- Organization-wide succession
planning
- Executive level succession
planning only
Leadership opportunities and
development
- Using opportunities for promotion
- Vetting process of leaders

Satisfaction with Current
Planning Practices
Extent of Succession
Planning

Barriers to Succession
Planning

Acts of God
Changes in operation
Contentment with organization
Current global issues

Frequency Participants
113

11

121

9

11
6
3
24

11
6
3
10

3
5
5

3
2
2

15
18
6

7
9
2

22
18
14

11
9
5

16

11

19

11

10
9

6
5

2
3
2
5

2
3
2
4
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Major category

Subcategory and codes
Does not fit current model of
operations
- Autonomy
- Rewrite job positions
- Traditional way of doing things
Expectations of longevity and
commitment
Financial issues or constraints
Abundance of resources
Leader incompetence
Leadership and organizational
interdependance
Navigating unknown crisis
No previous succession planning
knowledge
Need for new leadership positions
No mentoring or training
Halt in organizational growth and
opportunities
Not a priority
- Age or death of incombent are not
a factor
- Exponential growth
- Irrelevant to the ogranization
Organizational size
Planning is upsetting to staff or
organization
Rejects the idea of succession
planning
Choosing the right successor
Superstar incumbent leader
Wants task done certain way or their
way
Well-known and trusted
Knows all and does all
Owner and overseer
Incumbent leader will not let go
Former leader maintains
organizational presence
Talent pool challenges
Timing of succession planning
activation
- Choosing successor to soon or too
late

Frequency Participants
14

5

12
1
12
6

3
1
7
4

10
4
14
6

7
4
7
5

7
4

5
2

11
4
2

8
3
1

21
3

10
1

5
2
12
5

3
2
6
4

4

2

14
9
3

8
6
3

1
15
6
11
2

1
7
4
9
2

26

11

3

5
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Major category

Views of Succession
Planning

Subcategory and codes

Frequency Participants

- Successor impatience
- Plan is activated too soon/late
Successor is unknown
Untimely transition of incumbent
leader
A path to a new future
Openness for unique occurrences
Continuing organizational work

1
8
14
7

1
6
6
6

5
5
29

2
3
11

Employee confidence and value

15

10

Freedom to explore other
opportunities
Minimal fresh perspective
Health of leadership
Important but not priority
Organizational growth
Organizational integrity

5

3

6
7
15
10
7

4
5
9
6
6

Organizational stability

51

17

Passing on knowledge/information
Preservation of mission/vision

20
38

13
14

Stakeholder confidence and trust

8

8

Not important to the organization

3

2

Research Question 1 – Extent of Succession Planning
Research Question 1 asks to what extent are Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations using
succession planning to address current and future leadership vacancies? In Table 3 participants’
responses were organized into the following codes (which also serve as subcategories of the
major category): No succession planning, types of planning, succession planning activities, and
leadership opportunities or development. Each of the codes relevant to Research Question 1 are
discussed below with examples.
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Table 3
Extent of Succession Planning Activities
Major category
Extent of Succession
Planning

Subcategory and codes
No succession planning
Type of Planning
- Long-term planning
- Short-term planning
- Emergency planning
Succession Planning Activities
- Formal and documented plan
- Informal and not documented
- Intentions to hire external
successor
- Conversations about planning
- Mentoring and training successor
- Organization-wide succession
planning
- Executive level succession
planning only
Leadership opportunities and
development
- Using opportunities for promotion
- Vetting process of leaders

Frequency Participants
24
10
3
5
5

3
2
2

15
18
6

7
9
2

22
18
14

11
9
5

16

11

19

11

10
9

6
5

No Succession Planning
Organizations that did not engage in succession planning were assigned this code.
Participants from these organizations stated that they do not have any intentions of creating a
plan or feel the likelihood of creating a succession plan is very low, despite negative or positive
views of the practice. This code was applied 24 times across 10 participants, although only nine
said they do not engage in the practice. Participant R3 was discovered to be the party who made
the tenth claim of no succession planning although their organization transitioned to using a
succession plan. From Participant R3’s experience, it was the organization’s lack of succession
planning in a time of unexpected crisis and emergency that exposed them to the dangers of not
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succession planning and put them in motion to create a plan across the organization for all
leaders.
Types of Planning
This code covers three different approaches to succession planning as it concerns the
length and period of time. The three different approaches include long-term succession planning,
short-term succession planning, and emergency succession planning. It is important to note that
while these codes had a low number of participants and frequencies (see below), other
participants that engage in succession planning did not specify (or disclose) what type of
succession planning activities their organizations associated with due to their plans being
informal to some extent.
Long-Term Succession Planning. Long-term succession planning (three occurrences,
three participants) was referred to as planning that is being done to span several years from the
present into the distant future of the organization. When enacting this approach, participating
NPOs ensure that the successor and the management hierarchy (via the succession plan) are
clearly mapped out and the organization has sustainable longevity for 10 years or more.
Participants’ views included in this code stated that their organizations have had a long-term
succession plan for 10 years or that the length of time from the start of planning (in the past) to
the future (point the plan extends to) was more than 10 years.
Short-Term Succession Planning. Short-term succession planning had five occurrences,
among two participants and was referred to as planning that only covers a short span of time
(e.g., three to five years) and is seen as a temporary solution when the transition of a leader
occurs or provides time for a strategic plan to be developed for leaders to fill top-level roles. It
was also referred to as a plan that is in place to stabilize the organization for a short period of
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time when a leader transition occurs. Participants who shared this code stated that leadership
transitions within their organizations occur every three to five years. Participant HS1 stated that
“I may have a boss for five years and within three to five years later, I’ll find out that’s not going
to be my boss anymore and I have to learn a whole new person.” Explaining that the leaders the
participant works within their organization will never be the same because the leaders are
continuously in a change or rotation within the organization. It was also stated by participants
that strategic plans (or short-term plans) are three years in duration and completed in phases.
Each year of the plan represents a phase where the organization and its leaders (including staff
and board members) are experiencing growth (year 1), development (year 2), or initiating a
leader transition (year 3).
Emergency Planning. Emergency planning had five occurrences among 2 participants
and was described as a plan that can be implemented immediately due to an untimely and
unpredictable emergency where the incumbent leader becomes unable to lead. Participants
aligned with this code prefaced their discussion of emergency planning with “if something were
to happen to me” emphasizing that in the event of their untimely transition (primarily death or
health challenges) the organization could instate a leader to fill the incumbent leader’s role.
Emergency planning was sometimes an addendum to the organization’s previously created
succession plan as Participant R1 stated that their organization has both a succession plan and
emergency plan. They stated that in the event something happened to them (prior to the
fulfillment of the succession plan) the emergency plan could be used if something had to be done
immediately to stabilize the organization in a time of crisis. However, the details of the plan were
not shared with me when I asked.
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Another participant stated that their emergency plan consists of having their successor’s
name on all legal and financial documentation about the organization. They explained that if
something does happen to them as the incumbent leader, the organization (and all its dealings,
operations, accounts, and other intricacies) automatically transfer to the successor. When asked
about this course of action, Participant HS5 stated:
Because of the fear and the reality of COVID, nobody knows where they’re going to be.
I’m just going to call it very realistically that if something happens to me, who takes over
the organization? So, we created within our succession plan, that if something happens to
me, my successor has everything signed over to them.
Succession Planning Activities
This subcategory describes what specific activities or efforts the organization has put
towards succession planning or highlights if the organization is currently engaged in activity that
is related to succession planning. The activities were coded as Formal and documented planning
(15 occurrences, seven participants), informal and undocumented planning (18 occurrences, nine
participants), intentions to hire external successor (six occurrences, two participants),
conversations about planning (22 occurrences, 11 participants), mentoring or training successor
(18 occurrences, nine participants), organization-wide succession planning (14 occurrences, five
participants), and executive-level succession planning only (16 occurrences, 11 participants).
Formal and Informal Planning. This code addresses organizations that had a succession
plan either through: (a) a formal and documented planning process which is frequently updated
and discussed in regularly scheduled board meetings (plan is outlined, documented, and prepared
in the event of a leadership transition); or (b) engages in informal and undocumented planning
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meaning that although the organization engages in succession planning, the details of the plan
are not documented and much of the practice is informal and malleable.
As an example of informal and undocumented planning, when asked about their
organization’s planning activities, Participant E2 stated “I would say, not written down formally,
but I think in in the minds of board members, in the minds of current administration, there is a
plan there.” Thus, informal planning means organizations are constantly thinking of ways to get
it done but have not necessarily documented their strategies as a point of reference.
An example of formal and documented when asked about their succession planning
practices, Participant MH4 stated
We do have a formal documented plan. We do have onboarding that is available and
prescribed for every position within our organization. So, if someone new is coming in,
there are specific steps that need to be taken to make sure that they’re supported
throughout, not only in their initial time here, but their growth in the organization.
Succession planning is something that not only the CEO, but the board felt was
something critical to the organization. And so, we have strategic plans that are three years
in duration. We’re in our third strategic plan. Our second strategic plan two years ago,
actually included succession planning for not only the organization and the staff, but the
board as well.
From this example, formal planning reflects an intentional effort to ensure leaders are being
developed, that they understand the culture of the organization that is incorporated with the
corporate strategy to ensure leaders are prepared to step into their next role, and operations are
not disrupted at times of leader transitions or organizational changes.
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Intentions to Hire External Successor. Two organizations in six occurrences said that
they will hire their successor externally or simply hire someone outside of the organization to fill
a leadership role. This was described as a strategy that needs no documentation or formal
planning but is simply a strategy or option that some participating organizations choose to
exercise at the time a new leader is needed for the organization. As explained by Participant
HS2:
We like a little bit of that flexibility to go out to the market and find a stud versus having
an exact plan. Sometimes it’s a little bit more entrepreneurial. We have a little bit more
grit. We like to kind of change things up and stay flexible and create that change.
Participant HS4 stated:
I was not in anyone’s network. The organization went to a recruiter and started fresh. So
we can’t think about who would be perfect to fill my spot if I left? The ideal person to fill
the shoes for the next season is someone who probably doesn’t look or act like me in any
way. They’re unique for the next season.
Both examples suggest an intentional decision not to succession plan but seek an outside talent to
fill major leadership roles within the organization.
Conversations About Planning. This code occurred 22 times across 11 participants and
described the course of action taken by participating organizations that hold conversations about
succession planning. For some participating NPOs conversations about planning can include: 1)
simply talking about the idea of succession planning but not necessarily having one in place or
acting on the idea; 2) discussing the practice of succession planning due to a documented or
formal plan not being in place; 3) discussion of succession planning as a means to provide
frequent updates or changes to a current formal and documented plan; or 4) discussions of
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succession planning as a means of strategic planning regardless if a plan is or is not in place. For
example, participants aligned to this code often remarked that succession planning was on the
agenda at the regularly scheduled board meetings. This was implied by participants that a plan
needs to be created and put in place or the organization needed to create strategies of how the
organization will fill specific leadership roles.
Mentoring Successor. Mentoring or training a successor (18 occurrences, nine
participants) was described as an ongoing practice of training and personally guiding or coaching
the successor and leader of the organization. This approach was explained as being a task that
interview participants oversaw themselves. They expressed that it was a hands-on approach to
assure themselves their successor was ready for the participants’ role (and level) of leadership.
Mentoring a successor was also described in terms of potential leaders being cross-trained to
carry out specific responsibilities in the absence of primary leaders. Participants from
organizations that do not succession plan sometimes said they used the mentoring approach to (at
minimum) ensure operations continue and do not falter as the mentee is equipped and trained to
handle specific organizational tasks and responsibilities.
Organizational-Wide Succession Planning. Organizations that see the value of
succession planning took the approach of creating a leadership culture across the organization.
By “leadership culture” organizations emphasized that all individuals are leaders regardless of
organizational role or extent of responsibilities. Therefore, they see succession planning as not a
need for special leadership roles, but all roles. Leaders across the organization are constantly
preparing someone for their position. Organization-wide succession planning across interviews
had 14 occurrences across five participants and was described by participants as an all-inclusive
approach to succession planning where the majority (if not all) leadership positions (ranging
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from top, middle, and low level) had some form of a formal or informal plan in place. Each
leader is intentionally preparing to leave their role at some point in the future and making room
for someone else (their successor) to take their role. Participant R3 provided an example of this
approach when they stated:
In our staff meetings and among the many things we talk about, we’re always talking
about [asking one another] who are you apprenticing? Who are you raising up? We’re
even talking about that kind of philosophy down to the levels of volunteer leaders. We’re
also drilling down to them that it is important for them to also have someone that’s
apprenticing under them.
Executive-Level Succession Planning Only. Organizations under this code had one of
the largest occurrences across NPOs (16 occurrences, 11 participants). This category was
assigned to participating NPOs who shared that the extent of their succession planning activities
includes executive-level positions such as board members, president, CEO, VP, or chief
executive positions. When asked why the organization does not apply this practice or effort to
lower-level positions, Participant HS2 stated that “The more important the position is the more
difficult it is to fill.” Participant E4 stated that “In terms of succession you look at your
leadership at the top and select people who will choose the appropriate people on the lower tier
of leadership.” Across 20 participating NPOs, six gave the following reasons why succession
planning was not used for lower-tier positions: 1) the lower level position is much easier to fill
when it becomes vacant; 2) lower-level position contain tasks that can be trusted to other leaders
in the organization to handle; or 3) participants inquired, directly and indirectly, if lower-level
leaders desire to be in a position of “waiting to move up” in the organization. Participant E5
clarifies this view when they stated, “You have to look at where people are in their careers and if
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the position that needs to be filled is something they desire to do.” This implies that some
employees are content with not moving up any further beyond their current position in the
organization. The participant implied that some people simply like their current position or do
not see themselves growing with the organization and may have desires to lead in another
organization.
Leadership Opportunities or Development
Leadership development strategies, as well as opportunities for leadership, had 19
occurrences across 11 participants in the form of two codes: Using opportunities for promotion
and vetting process of leaders.
Using Opportunities for Promotion. Six participants (in 10 occurrences) described
opportunities for promotion within the organization that ensures leadership positions remain
occupied and prevent gaps in organizational operation. This differs from the study’s definition of
succession planning as it is not a deliberate use of mentoring, coaching, and grooming
individuals to fill key roles. Employees within the organization are simply being promoted
regardless of being named a successor or specifically groomed for the leadership role they will
be filling. However, it identifies with the code of leadership development as Participant MH5
stated that in their organization,
There’s always room for elevation. There’s more opportunity for the folks who are
working within the ranks of what we do to be elevated to those positions. If the position
comes open, you interview for it or you are you considered for it based on your work
ethic, based on your commitment, based on your desire to be transitioned into a new
position or to another.
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While this code connects with some ideals of succession planning, it was not seen as a form of
succession planning by participants of this study when asked about it during the interview
process.
Vetting Process of Leaders. This code can be described (from nine occurrences, across
five participants) as times when leaders are intentionally observed, vetted, and given trial periods
in leadership roles within the organization based on their experience, credentials, formal training,
and personality. Participants explained that this process is done to determine if the candidate (or
potential leader) is a good fit for the organization or an open position before making or requiring
commitments of employment or promotion in the organization. This code also differs from the
study’s definition of succession planning as there is no deliberate use of coaching, mentoring, or
grooming for leadership roles. Individuals within these organizations (if given a leadership
position) prove themselves over time (via the vetting process) through demonstration of skills
acquired by experience and training which helps in determining their eligibility to fill a
leadership role. This code also identifies with leadership development as Participant E1 clarified
how their organization maintains stability in times of a leadership transition. They stated:
Our vetting process for teachers, when it comes to teacher turnover it is what we do to
maintain that stability. Before we hire someone, we look at their temperament, we look at
their experiences, we have someone come in and actually teach a class for us so that we
can see how they teach and look at their teaching style. Making sure that someone’s faith,
and just their work ethic aligns with who we are as a school.
As an organization that does not succession plan, Participant E1 expresses this vetting process
must be in place so the school can continue to acquire leaders and employees to fulfill specific
job responsibilities as deemed necessary or essential to the success of the organization.
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Summary
In summary, participants’ responses reflected different levels and styles of implementing
succession planning, or (in the absence of succession planning) what succession planning-like
practices are used to continue organizational operations, fill vacant leadership roles, or maintain
organizational stability. The extent of succession planning varies across all participating NPOs
and Chapter 5 will explore some of the barriers that exist that prevent NPOs from implementing
succession plans or stifle their ability to move forward in succession planning.
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Chapter 5: Barriers
Chapter 5 continues the analysis of the study findings by presenting participants’
responses in relation to Research Question 2. In Chapter 4, an overview was given of what
participants were involved in the study along with details that briefly described the participants’
role in their organization, their organizational cultures, and method of operations. This
information demonstrated the study’s diversity amongst participating organizations and
presented the differences in (wants, needs, and responses to) the extent of their succession
planning strategies. Chapter 5 discloses, what participants shared as barriers to succession
planning and how these barriers either stifle succession planning practices or prevent succession
planning from occurring in the organization.
Research Question 2 – Barriers to Succession Planning
Research Question 2 asks what barriers do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations
perceive or experience with leadership succession planning? These barriers were described to
interviewees as being external events, internal circumstances, persons, current business practices,
or other issues that would prevent their organization from engaging in the practice of succession
planning. Interviews with participants produced 41 unique codes that were described as barriers
to their organizations’ succession planning practices as seen in Table 4.
Table 4
Barriers to Succession Planning
Major category
Barriers to Succession
Planning

Codes
Acts of God
Changes in operation
Contentment with organization
Current global issues
Does not fit current model of
operations
- Autonomy

Frequency Participants
2
2
3
3
2
2
5
4
14
5
12

3
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Major category

Codes
- Rewrite job positions
- Traditional way of doing things
Expectations of longevity and
commitment
Financial issues or constraints
Abundance of resources
Leader incompetence
Leadership and organizational
interdependance
Navigating unknown crisis
No previous succession planning
knowledge
Need for new leadership positions
No mentoring or training
Halt in organizational growth and
opportunities
Not a priority
- Age or death of incombent are not a
factor
- Exponential growth
- Irrelevant to the ogranization
Organizational size
Planning is upsetting to staff or
organization
Rejects the idea of succession planning
Choosing the right successor
Superstar incumbent leader
Wants task done certain way or their
way
Well-known and trusted
Knows all and does all
Owner and overseer
Incumbent leader will not let go
Former leader maintains organizational
presence
Talent pool challenges
Timing of succession planning
activation
- Choosing successor to soon or too
late
- Successor impatience
- Plan is activated too soon/late
Successor is unknown
Untimely transition of incumbent
leader

Frequency Participants
1
1
12
7
6
4
10
4
14
6

7
4
7
5

7
4

5
2

11
4
2

8
3
1

21
3

10
1

5
2
12
5

3
2
6
4

4
14
9
3

2
8
6
3

1
15
6
11
2

1
7
4
9
2

26

11

3

5

1
8
14
7

1
6
6
6
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This section will only include barriers that were reported by seven or more participants as these
particular barriers were more of a reoccurring issue across multiple organizations: Traditional
way of doing things (12 occurrences, seven participants), Financial constraints or issues (10
occurrences, seven participants), Leader incompetence (14 occurrences, seven participants),
Need for new leadership positions (11 occurrences, eight participants), Not a priority (21
occurrences, 10 participants), Choosing the right successor (14 occurrences, eight participants)
Incumbent leader knows all and does all (15 occurrences, seven participants), Incumbent leader
will not let go (11 occurrences, nine participants), and Talent pool challenges (26 occurrences,
11 participants).
While this section will only focus on barriers mentioned across a high number of
participants it is important to highlight some of the unique barriers discussed and produced from
the interviews. For instance, while Act of God had a low occurrence and participant count,
participating organizations believed events such as a global pandemic or vicious storms (e.g.,
hurricanes) would be detrimental to their succession planning activities as it would impede their
operations by causing their priorities and focus to shift away from succession planning. Other
codes such as untimely transition of a leader, successor is unknown, choosing successor too soon
or too late, and timing of succession plan activation spoke to barriers dealing with timing and
being able to identify an actual leader within (or outside) of the organization. Codes referring to
organizational size, leadership, and organizational interdependence, and Navigating unknown
crisis spoke of the organizations’ inability to find successors or invest in succession planning due
to their size, dependence on current leaders to fill multiple roles, or dependency on current
leadership to use their experience and skill to help the organization survive an unexpected crisis.
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In such cases, there appeared to be disbelief that a new leader would have the experience or
know-how to lead and navigate the organization through a crisis.
Does Not Fit Current Model of Operations
Participants sharing views related to this code stated that the concept of succession
planning simply did not fit within the organization’s current model or method of operation.
Participants implied that succession planning was a foreign idea and does not align with how the
organization develops leaders or manages organizational operations. This code was also listed as
a subcategory which includes additional codes: autonomy, rewrite job positions, and traditional
way of doing things.
Autonomy. This code had 12 occurrences across three participants and describes the
freedom to do as the organization pleases concerning its operations, leadership placement, or
development. When asked about their organization’s reasons for not succession planning or what
limits their abilities to engage in the practice in lieu of their organization’s current practices,
Participant R5 stated,
We like options. Rather than saying ‘Here is the person we’d like to…’ there’s got to be a
built in, not only competency, but a chemistry that they have and how that fits in the total.
We’ve tried to just maintain multiple options for positions.
Participant’s remarks implied that the organization has existed without succession planning and
see no need to enact it in the future. The participants explained that a succession plan would
stifle their autonomy which has become the basis of how their organization grows and develops
leaders. The organization has demonstrated confidence in how the organization currently
operates concerning its leaders and leadership development strategies and does not feel a
succession plan would attribute to those methods.
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Rewrite Job Positions. This code was described in one occurrence by one participant as
altering employees’ (or leaders’) roles or changing previously made job titles to meet specific
needs of the organization. Participant E2 was a part of an organization that has a succession plan
but mentioned that their organization’s succession planning was primarily reserved for top-level
leadership positions. They expressed that, for lower-level positions, there was not a clear-cut
succession plan and stated:
When a position is about to be vacated, we ask ourselves is this a time we want to rewrite
the position? Do we want to make a shift in another direction? So rather than look at it in
terms of succession, it’s looked at in terms of do we need to rewrite this position or job
description now that new person comes to us with a skill set different than we had
anticipated?
The participant explained they may need someone with skills that go beyond what the current job
requires, so this may call for the job description and requirements of specific leadership roles to
be altered and rewritten. Through these actions the organization finds it difficult to create a
succession plan for a position that is constantly changing or does not exist because it is unknown
what to succession plan for.
Traditional Way of Doing Things. This code describes (in 12 occurrences, seven
participants) the organization having a specific way of doing business that follows a longstanding tradition or method that has been proven to be beneficial and more compatible for the
organization where implementing a succession plan would interrupt that tradition. This code
differs from the previous code does not fit the current model of operations as participants under
that code expressed that the model of operations could change with time and what is currently
done is good for the current time. However, participants whose organizational approach aligned
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to this code rely on tradition and are less likely to change methods of operation. Participant HS1
clarifies this viewpoint when they stated, “The organization has been doing it that way for years,
and it’s been working, so apparently they’re going to continue to do it that way.” From the
participant’s remarks, the organization felt that there was no need for a succession plan as their
current methods of operation concerning the management of leaders have served them well, and
they saw no need to institute or develop a succession plan.
Financial Issues and Constraints
This code was mentioned (in 10 occurrences) by seven participants who expressed (and
felt) that financial issues can be a barrier to succession planning.
Participants’ responses under this code included moments where their organizations could not
properly compensate leaders to fulfill executive roles; lacked necessary funds to recruit leaders;
or lacked financial strength to compensate for gaps in leadership succession or development
strategies. Participants shared varying views of how finances contribute to the lack of succession
planning. Participant R2 stated, “Because of salary structure, people who have really high
potential with big upside, sometimes you can’t hire them or keep them.” Participant MH4 stated,
We are 97% grant funded and our biggest grant is a federal grant. That always concerns
me because we apply for it year after year, and will those grant funds be available? And if
that funding does go away, where will we seek our funds, how will we continue to do this
work? So funding is always a big one for me.
Both participants stated that financial constraints make it difficult to not only retain talent but
difficult to shop for talent in the market. Organizations who have put more focus into financial
stability over succession planning, such as Participant R4, stated, “It can be a challenge to bring
someone in if the finances are not there.” This participant has regarded their finances as their
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means of finding a successor if anything should happen to them as the leader. They are assured
that they are financially stable enough to go to the market and recruit their replacement if need
be. Thus, participants associated with this code believe that without financial strength, they are
certain the organization would fail in securing leadership talent or developing a proper
succession plan.
Leader Incompetence
This code was described (in 14 occurrences, seven participants) as when a leader does not
know how to lead the organization or their employees. Participant HS4 explained that before
they were appointed president and CEO “I had to clean up the organizational environment. There
was mission drift, and we ended up losing a major partner of our organization. Under the old
leadership the organization became very toxic and non-God honoring things were taking place.”
Participants aligned with this code believe that leader incompetence is a barrier to succession
planning because the leader is unable to (for one reason or another) execute the strategies to
create a plan or guide the organization to a place where strategies for leadership development
and organizational stability can be implemented or maintained.
Need for New Leadership Positions
This code describes (in 11 occurrences, eight participants) the need to create new
leadership positions, roles, or responsibilities due to organizational growth or change. By
creating new and unique leadership positions (per the organization’s beliefs), the appointed
leader will provide a new direction and method of operation for the organization. The appointed
leader will also be responsible for fulfilling a mixture of duties that may or may not be unique to
other positions. For instance, some organizations have finance managers and human resource
managers – two positions with distinct sets of responsibilities and require specific skills and
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knowledge for their job. However, if an organization needed someone who had a finance and
human resource background to take on a unique role in the organization, a new position (and
title) would be created that incorporates these two skills.
Participants described the act of creating a new leadership position as a barrier for the
following reasons: 1) the organization finds it challenging to create new and unique job positions
with so many unique and often unrelated responsibilities; 2) the complexity of the job and its
requirements make it difficult to find a qualified candidate to fill the position; and 3) when the
organizations create these new job positions, current personnel are either shifted to a different
role or given new tasks and responsibilities to fulfill within their current roles resulting in
employee burnout. Due to the uniqueness of their skill set, Participant MH3 stated, “The board of
my organization is going to have to hire three people to replace me – one to be a manager, and
two others with expertise in different areas to supplement the shortcomings of the other leader.”
When organizations hire individuals to manage leadership-level responsibilities, the need to
promote or train employees for executive-level positions becomes irrelevant. Also, the
participant emphasized through their experience, the more complex the details and responsibility
of the position the more difficult it is to succession plan for.
Not a Priority
This code describes (21 occurrences, 10 participants) organizations that do not succession
plan due to the need to address more pressing matters, or the organization simply does not see
the urgency or dire need to create or have a succession plan ready and available to implement. In
relation to this code, Participant HS2 remarked “The day you’re working on a succession plan,
the challenge then becomes what should we be working on right now? Is this the best way or
thing to put our resources into?” Their remarks emphasize that succession planning is not a big
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priority when there are many other tasks and responsibilities to the manager. Also, while this
code (and subcategory) serves as a reoccurring barrier to succession planning, participants made
mention of circumstances that contribute and align with this barrier, and they were coded as
follows: Age and death of incumbent not a factor, Exponential growth, and Irrelevant to the
organization.
Age and Death of Incumbent Not a Factor. This subcategory (three occurrences, one
participant) described instances where the incumbent leader was perceived to be young and
healthy enough to not worry about an immediate transition or the urgency to prepare for a
transition. Participant R2 stated, “At this point based on my current age and health and desire to
continue for a while longer we’re at this point now just realizing it is not a box that you check.”
Participating organizations with younger and much healthier executive leaders expressed that
there was no rush, nor did they see a need for a succession plan. This view was based on the
status of the incumbent leader who (by visible signs of age and health) will not be leaving their
position or the organization any time soon. This does not imply they cannot die from an
unexpected event (e.g., fatal car crash or gunshot wound) but suggests that the chances of their
death are so low that there is no need for a succession plan.
Exponential Growth. This code (five occurrences, three participants) was described as a
barrier by participants because as the organization grows and expands, there was no time to
properly develop a succession plan. Participant MH3 stated,
We [our organization] haven’t had a steady state. It’s always been “Charge the hill.” I am
looking forward to a period of time when we are not in growth mode so that I can invest
energy in a search for my replacement.
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As president and CEO of an NPO that does succession plan, Participant HS3 stated, “In the haste
of running the business, we probably haven’t documented our succession plan as much as it
would be helpful to do.” Through the experience of these two participants, their organizations
lack a succession plan or experience difficulties in improving or developing their plans when the
organization is constantly busy or experiencing growth. Their remarks suggest that priorities and
focus shift with exponential growth, thus creating a barrier to developing or creating a succession
plan.
Choosing the Right Successor
This code had 14 occurrences from eight participants and describes organizational
dysfunction or tension that arises amongst organizational leaders when a chosen successor is
viewed as unqualified, unfit, or undeserving of a specific leadership role. Participants explained
that when the wrong successor is appointed to a leadership role, it creates the idea or belief that
the organization does not value or take the practice of succession planning seriously. This code
differs from leader incompetence as it does not emphasize a leader’s inability to lead, but the
dysfunction or tension that is created within the organization as a result of a specific leader being
chosen (whether qualified or not).
Participant R2 clarifies the meaning of this code when they stated, “I do not pick my
successor, the board does, but my question in that process is how much influence do I have?
What if my views widely differ from the board?” Participant R1 shared that the challenge their
organization encounters in choosing a successor is the appearance of multiple candidates
qualified to take a leadership role. The participant stated, “If we don’t feel like the right person is
inside the organization and we have to venture outside, that can create some tension between the
outsider and people who have been here a long time.” Each participant expressed concern for not
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only choosing the right successor but the potentially damaging effects or negative impact such a
decision brings when a successor (wrong or right, qualified or unqualified) is brought in.
Examples of issues that arise in choosing the right successor, as described by participants,
included concerns about continuity of organizational operations, creating tensions with current
employees, or creating tension with the board due to differences over who should be hired,
promoted, recruited, or replaced.
Superstar Incumbent Leader
This code appeared nine times across six participants describing moments when an
incumbent leader takes responsibility and ownership of every aspect of the organization and its
operations. They are called “superstars” because they can and will do everything and since the
superstar can do everything, they are either unable or unwilling to seek a successor or develop a
succession plan. This code is listed as a subcategory and is supported with the additional
following codes: knows all does all, incumbent will not let go, owner and overseer, well-known
and trusted, wants tasks done a certain way or their way, and former leader maintains
organizational presence.
Knows All, Does All. This code described (in 15 occurrences, seven participants) events
where the incumbent leader (usually at the top-level) knows everything about the organization
and does (nearly) everything (specifically important jobs and tasks) in the organization. In
addition to the incumbent leaders’ daily role and responsibilities, they may also be
knowledgeable of other tasks or jobs of the organizations which could include (but not be limited
to) operating a specific piece of software, knowing how to do payroll, or overseeing the
intricacies of another department distinct of their current roles and responsibilities. This code
was common among organizations where the founders or CEO had an active role in the day-to-
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day operations of the organization. Participant E3 stated that the founders of their organization,
“run multiple programs but function under one title. Their jobs are multifaceted, and we could
not afford to pay someone to come and do what they do.”
Incumbent Leader Will Not Let Go. This code described (11 occurrences, nine
participants) events where an incumbent or former leader holds a position of influence (not
necessarily authority) within the organization and is compelled to stay in the organization,
refuses to step away or step down to make room for a new leader to flourish in their role. In
relation to this code Participant R5 stated, “part of the challenge of succession planning is when
our leader decides to ‘hang up his cleats.’ That’s a decision we don’t make and a decision we
don’t know when it will happen. He’ll quit when he’s ready.” Participating organizations within
this category showed that they struggle with walking away or feel they have a lot of value to
contribute to the organization beyond their role and time as leaders. They were also described as
being persons that struggle with knowing when they are done leading and ready to let go and
move on to a different phase of their life or career.
Owner and Overseer. In six occurrences across four participants, top-level leaders were
found to be the owner or founders of their organization and believed they will always be around
(or at least around long enough) to oversee and operate the organization. These participants
explained that they wish to maintain a high level of control and struggle with believing that
another leader (whether internal or external to the organization) will be effective in the role of
overseeing the organization or provide the guidance and direction they would provide.
Participant E3 in regard to this code stated, “The founders of the organization came up with the
vision and their jobs are multifaceted.” A contrasting viewpoint to this barrier was shared by
Participant E4, who was the founder and owner of their organization (with a succession plan) and
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stated, “There are no barriers to succession planning because I run it like a sole proprietorship. In
that regards there’s no barriers. I either make the decision or not. The only barrier is if you make
a bad choice.” What this code communicates is the organization’s or the leader’s ability to make
a decision to succession plan lies with the leader. Thus, the leader becomes the barrier to
succession planning because the decision as owner and overseer to engage in planning relies on
their willingness to do so (or not).
Well-Known and Trusted. One participant under this code explained that when outside
partners, donors, and organization are so familiar with the incumbent leader, the incumbent
leader (or the organization) believes those partners may not trust or be eager to do business with
the new leader (successor); or the quality of the relationship will not be as promising or
progressive as with the incumbent leader. Participant MH3 stated
I know a lot of our long-term donors and have great relationships with many of the
foundations in Atlanta. They know me and trust me. But if I were to suddenly disappear
and a new face came on the scene, that trust for me and the organization is going to be
abruptly put on hold.
Their remarks emphasize the belief that when the leader is not known to shareholders, donors, or
partners, it could bring potential harm to the organization operationally and financially.
Wants Tasks Done a Certain Way or Their Way. This code had three occurrences
across two participants and described moments when the incumbent leader wants jobs or tasks
done a certain way and is not open to a new way of doing things or only feels comfortable when
tasks are done a certain way. This approach creates barriers to succession planning or a new
leader coming into the organization because (as expressed by the participants) new leaders often
result in new ideas and new methods of operation. This belief makes it difficult for the
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incumbent leader to step away and trust the organization will be taken care of in their absence or
under the guidance of a new leader.
While Participant HS5 represents an organization that does succession plans, they shared
their insight on leaders who create barriers to succession planning about this code. When asked
about their organization’s survival being dependent on a succession plan and barriers that exist to
the succession plan, Participant HS5 recapped their experience with a previous nonprofit they
worked for prior to forming their own organization. Participant HS5 stated:
When the people outside of the organization became employees, they lost their vision.
they lost their passion. They lost the feeling for what the mission and what they were
doing was about and it became like everybody was holding on to their own poles – “this
is mine.” They had to territorialize. So, they kept me out of everything because it was
their project.
The participant explained that as the organization became more territorial, wanting things done a
certain way, tension was created which later created dysfunction. Therefore, prospects for a
successor or succession planning become minimal when leaders only want a certain way or their
way for tasks to get completed, according to participants.
Former Leader Maintains Organizational Presence. In two occurrences, two
participants described times in the organization when a former leader may hold a “special office”
within the organization and is seen as a “security blanket” in the event of a leader mishap. By
special office, the title implies that they may not have a specific leadership title such as director,
manager, or executive but they are someone of influence and aid the organization in making
decisions. They are seen as a “security blanket,” because they make the organization feel safe
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and secure in moments of crisis and if they were to be removed there would be uncertainty in
times of organizational crisis. Participant E2 provided an example to this code when they stated:
The original head of our school still maintains an office in the school and has a part-time
position in the life of the school. In the back of everyone’s mind, they always know that
if our current head of school dropped off the planet tomorrow and every principal went in
a different direction, he’s there and he would make sure that we move forward. He does
not interfere with the current head of school and does not interject himself unless he’s
asked. But he’s there to bring counsel, he is a face. Were he to be totally removed, I think
at that point, it would almost be the signal by which a more definitive succession plan
would have to be in place.
This code speaks to the organization’s reliance upon former leaders. While Participant E2
represents an organization that does a succession plan, the plan remains informal and
undocumented in some aspects because they have former leaders the organization can depend on
in times of crisis. This creates a barrier to succession planning because as long as the
organization has former leaders, there is no rush or sense of urgency to solidify certain details of
the organization’s succession plan.
Talent Pool Challenges
This code described (26 occurrences, 11 participants) the lack of (or in) succession
planning efforts due to 1) challenges with the talent needed to fill leadership positions or 2) when
the organization’s current talent pool is underutilized (if at all). Participant E1 shared that “Our
organization is so lean, that you typically do not train someone within an organization like ours
to be a head of school or for any major leadership role. So frankly there’s nobody to train.”
Participant E5 echoed this sentiment when they stated, “As a small organization, we don’t have
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the luxury of building up high potential people and their skills.” Participating organizations
under this code showed that factors such as organizational size, limitations in leadership
opportunities, or finding individuals that know what to do without any training (or prompting)
create challenges and prove to be the cause as to why the organization struggles with succession
planning.
Summary
In summary, participants’ responses reflected different barriers to succession planning as
a result of current methods of organizational operations, availability of resources, and decisions
invoked by leaders to engage or not engage in the practice. Description of the barriers to the
implementation of succession planning is summarized and discussed in Chapter 7.
Research Subquestion 2.1 – Differences in NPOs That Do or Do Not Succession Plan
Subquestion 2.1 asks what are the differences between Atlanta-region nonprofit
organizations that do and do not use succession planning. Out of 20 participants representing
different NPOs, 11 stated they do engage in succession planning and nine stated they do not. The
following organizational characteristics were identified as areas where differences could be
analyzed: 1) industry they serve, 2) level of satisfaction with current succession planning
practices, 3) how succession planning is viewed, and 4) intentions to create or further develop
succession plans. By using a sample of 20 nonprofits, each representing a specific sector of the
industry, this question seeks to consider varying nonprofit characteristics (e.g., big versus small,
new versus long-established, large versus small capital, many resources versus few resources)
present in the study and create a more detailed picture of nonprofits across varying spectrums
and backgrounds and how they address leadership deficits and implement (or reject) succession
planning practices.
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Characteristics
The study found some differences between nonprofits that do and do not have succession
plans. The findings provide a general pattern of the characteristics of organizations that do or do
not have a succession plan. This section does not assume that NPOs that do or do not plan are
better, but rather highlights similarities or differences.
As shown in Table 5, nonprofits in the health and education industries were more likely
to succession plan than NPOs in religion and human services industries. When comparing the
number of employees of participating NPOs that do and do not succession plan, there were no
clear trends.
Table 5
Contrast of Organizations That do or do not Engage in Succession Planning
Approaches
to
succession
planning

NPOs that
engage or
practice

n of
NPOs

Sector

Years in
operation

3 Education

5 NPOs
21-30 Years

2 Human
Services
11
4 Health
2 Religious

NPOs that
do not
engage or
practice

4 NPOs
11-20 Years
2 NPOs
Below 10
years

2 Education

1 NPO
Above 31
Years

3 Human
Services

4 NPOs
21-30 Years

1 Health

3 NPOs
11-20 Years

9

3 Religious
1 NPO
Below 10
years

n of
employees

Satisfaction
with current
practices

Views
succession
planning
as
important

Intentions
to create
or
develop

1 NPO
Above 500
2 NPOs
101-400

8 Satisfied

10 Yes
11 Yes

2 NPOs
40-100

3 Moderately

1 No

6 NPOs
Below 39

2 NPOs
Above 500
2 NPOs
40-100
5 NPOs
Below 39

2 Satisfied
2 Moderately
5 Not
Satisfied

7 Yes

5 Yes

2 No

4 No
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Finally, when organizations were asked about their intentions to create succession plans,
with 15 NPOs stating that their organizations have intentions to either discuss the need for a
succession plan, create one to be implemented in the future, or make improvements to the current
succession plan so it can serve the needs of leaders that transition into leadership roles. More of
the organizations were likely to create or develop a succession plan.
Satisfaction With Current Practice
In this section, satisfaction can be described as the participant’s level of happiness
regarding fulfillment of expectations or level of quality in production concerning the extent of
their organization’s succession planning practices. Levels of satisfaction ranged from satisfied to
moderately satisfied. Moderately satisfied participants expressed contentment with current
practices but desired improvements. It is important to note that the lack of satisfaction does not
necessarily point to a lack of succession planning as lack of satisfaction could be a desire to
overhaul the organization’s current approach to succession planning or strongly disagree with
current methods. For instance, Participant MH1 despite the intricate details of their
organization’s succession planning practices stated:
There should be a measure of communication, a measure of information that flows
because the more information that you have, the better informed you can be and the more
productive you can be. I am only 75% satisfied with our planning because I’m not being
kept informed by the board or anybody in authority as to what’s really happening. As a
measure of respect to keep us informed.
Participant E5 stated:
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I would give us a six out of 10 because what would I do different, have the luxury of time
and money, being able to actually hire people, hire the high-potential people, and really
develop their skills and build them up throughout the organization.
These statements reflect feelings towards participants’ organization’s current succession plans,
believing they are good but could use improvement in detail or execution. Participant E1 stated:
It has affected me personally. A lot. And so, I absolutely think we need a succession plan
and I plan to let our board know that I will not be back next year. So, I’m going to force
our organization to have a succession plan because I am leaving.
Satisfaction for this participant is low to nonexistent because the participant has personally been
affected (health and stress) by the organization’s lack of planning. As a result, the participant is
not satisfied and has decided to take measures to compel the organization to create a succession
plan.
Participant MH2 stated, “I would give our planning practices a 10 out of 10 because our
leader is very detailed and if you follow that plan then the transition from leadership to
leadership you couldn’t make it any better.” Satisfaction is high for this participant because they
have seen their leader and organization take very detailed steps in creating a succession plan and
witnessed it work for their department and the organization.
Views of Succession Planning
This section outlines participants’ views of the practice of succession planning. Despite
current organizational practices concerning succession planning (whether they engage or not),
participants were asked about their views (thoughts, feelings, or perspectives) of succession
planning being applied within their organization, whether it is: a good (or bad idea), a necessity,
or essential to the organization’s survival. By comparison, 18 participants shared that succession
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planning is an important practice while two organizations felt that it was not an important
practice. It is important to note, despite the overwhelming number of participants that agreed that
succession planning was an important practice, participants provided different reasons why
succession planning is important. This was important as importance had different meanings and
contexts to the participants. Therefore, participants’ responses were coded into 17 codes as
displayed in Table 6 to provide clarity to the details and reasons for their views of succession
planning. Codes with a participant count of seven or higher will be examined in this section as
they were found to have higher frequency across a greater number of participants from the
sample.
Table 6
Contrast of NPOs’ Views of Succession Planning
Major category
Codes
Views of
A path to a new future
succession planning openness for unique occurrences
Continuing organizational work
Employee confidence and value
Freedom to explore other opportunities
Minimal fresh perspective
Health of leadership
Important but not priority
Organizational growth
Organizational integrity
Organizational stability
Passing on knowledge/information
Preservation of mission/vision
Stakeholder confidence and trust
Not important to the organization

Frequency
5
5
29
15
5
6
7
15
10
7
51
20
38
8
3

Participants
2
3
11
10
3
4
5
9
6
6
17
13
14
8
2

Continuing Organizational Work. Participants’ comments relevant to this code
explained (in 29 occurrences, 11 participants) that succession planning was a means to continue
the work that has been started since the founding of the organization or the arrival of a particular
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leader. Participant HS5 stated “I want to see that my dream goes on. That’s why it’s good to have
a succession plan.” Participant MH4 stated, “The value lies in the consistency in the fact that not
only are we continuing to expand on who we’re serving but I’m continuing to train, build our
solid core people here.” For these participants, a succession plan provides the opportunity to
continue the work that was started, and they believe with a succession plan that work will outlive
their time as leaders with the organization.
Employee Confidence and Value. Participants explained (15 occurrences, 10
participants) that succession planning increases employee confidence and trust that the
organization is stable, considers the future, and is attempting to be a long-lasting entity.
Participants also associated succession planning with employees feeling valued and that as the
organization grows, they are given greater responsibilities and opportunities which increases
organizational commitment and self-esteem. Participant MH5 stated:
I think the value is you’re appreciating and valuing your staff, and you see the quality in
the individuals that serve with you. So, when the [leadership] position comes available,
it’s a position of honor, it’s a place of honor to be elevated into that role, because that is
saying to you, “Wow you’ve seen me, you value who I am.”
Important but Not a Priority. This code described (in 15 occurrences, nine participants)
the belief and sometimes acknowledgment that the organization should engage in succession
planning but does not. They argue that in the list of “things to do,” they have other priorities that
take precedent over taking the time to invest in creating a succession plan, whether formal or
informal. Participant R4 stated:
It’s not like a succession plan doesn’t fit us. I know it fits. But I think I just haven’t spent
a lot of time thinking through it for it to become a “Top three priority.” I’m unhappy with
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not having a plan in place, but if it was really a number one priority to me, I would do
something about it.
This resonates with some of the earlier barrier codes such as does not fit the current model of
operations as the participant feels that while a succession plan may fit a need of the organization,
current operations do not permit for a succession plan to be integrated.
Organizational Stability. Seventeen participants described (in 51 occurrences) that
succession planning was a means to ensure the organization keeps operating or running smoothly
without any mishaps or interruptions. Participant E5 stated:
If you build a good machine, if you build a good organization then you’re going to be
able to continue, it’s not going to crash. If I walked out the door today and the
organization crashed, then shame on me. Shame on me for building something that was
built around me, and it’s not about me.
Participant E4 stated:
Succession planning is very important because I’ve carried a lot of the load. I was just
wearing a cape, tried to do everything, but destroying my body and my mind. I’m always
thinking about how close are we to where I can die and we move forward?
Such participants agreed that the organization must live beyond them and that a succession plan
will sustain the organization for a longer period of time than they can. This code differs from the
code Continuing organizational work because participants see a succession plan as not just
continuing the work but for operations to progress uninterrupted so the work can be done.
Passing on of Knowledge and Information. Participants stated (20 occurrences, 13
participants) that succession planning was a means of ensuring that the knowledge of how to do
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certain tasks or jobs is constantly passed on and maintained throughout the organization.
Participant MH2 described their organization’s succession plan as,
Something in place for me to know. Information that the old leader most likely thinks I
need to know about. They’ve given me all the things that I would need to know about and
handle once they’re gone and transitioning out. And when the new leader comes in, I’m
going to now hand off all that information that has been provided to me to help the new
leader when they transition in.
Participants explained that a succession plan is more than just picking a successor, but it includes
leaving a detailed description or checklist of what the successor needs to do and know for their
new role as leader.
Preservation of Mission and Vision. Participants expressed (38 occurrences, 14
participants) that succession planning is a means to ensure the original mission and vision of the
organization is preserved. Participants explained that a succession plan for their organization can
(or could) establish and secure the ideals of the organization and support the beliefs and purposes
underlying its establishment. Participant R1 stated:
I think the value of a succession plan is twofold: at least number one, is you’re able to
carry on the vision of the organization, the mission of the organization if you have a
succession plan that somebody comes in a couple years early and is groom for that so
[number two] you’re not having a new leader with a new vision on day one. It’s a
continuation that might be tweaked as you go.
Participants under this code remarked that mission and vision should not constantly be changed
with the changing of a leader. Doing so would create a level of instability, but participants
believe that occasionally mission and vision should be altered and tweaked over time to meet the
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needs and demands of the people, community, or groups they are serving or working within
either the present or the distant future.
Stakeholder Confidence and Trust. This code illustrated, in eight occurrences in eight
participants’ interviews that succession planning could provide and build stakeholder confidence
in the organization. Participants stated that, with a succession plan in place, stakeholders can
trust that their investment will live on and they can continue to give their confidence and
commitment to seeing it grow and progress throughout the years and life of the organization.
Stakeholders, as described by participants, are not only donors and financial backers, but
congregants, parents, students, employees, and anyone who has a specific stake or interest in the
organization. Participant HS3 stated:
If we don’t have a succession plan in place, from the CEO perspective, we lose an awful
lot of donor relationships, especially key donors. It also shores up the foundation of the
organization so that as we continue to build, we’re doing it in a way that’s got a good
solid foundation.
Participant R3 stated “It creates securities because people who are stakeholders and vested in
your organization, they see that you’re thinking, that you’re planning for the future. It gives them
more confidence in you because you’re thinking long-term.” Thus, participants view succession
planning as a means to assure that the organization is future and forward-thinking and they as
stakeholders can continue to lend their confidence and support (monetary or otherwise) to the
organization.
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Less Frequent Codes
While the reported code descriptors above only include codes that appeared across a high
number of participants, it is important to note some of the other codes which bring context to the
views of nonprofits as it concerns succession planning.
Path to a new future (five occurrences, two participants) describes succession planning as
a tool that allowed leaders of an organization to see the next iteration of their organization’s
future and plan accordingly to reach that future.
Openness for unique occurrences (five occurrences, three participants) can be described
as unique events or moments within the organization that are difficult to succession plan for. As
a result, succession planning may not be as heavily utilized (if at all).
Freedom to explore other opportunities (five occurrences, three participants) describes
the incumbent leader’s comfort level being so high (as it concerns current succession planning
practices) they feel confident that they can venture away from the organization or their role
(temporarily or permanently) and invest in other projects, personal stakes, or business practices
because the organization’s future is secured via the succession plan.
Minimal fresh perspectives (six occurrences, four participants) relate to a view of
succession planning as being a prohibitor of fresh and new ideas that outside or unplanned
successor may be able to provide versus an individual who is trained and hired from within to
assume a leadership role.
Health of leadership (seven occurrences, five participants) is an organization’s belief that
with a succession plan in place, leaders will maintain their (physical, mental, and emotional)
health bypassing some of the burdens of their role onto the successor who will assume the role of
leadership in the future.
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Organizational growth (10 occurrences, six participants) is the belief that an organization
will continue to expand and grow exponentially if a succession plan is in place.
Organizational integrity (seven occurrences, six participants) was described as the
leader’s belief that a succession plan will aid in maintaining the organization’s integrity via its
public and private image of who they are and what they believe, which is something they do not
wish to leave to chance by not having a succession plan in place.
Not important to the organization (three occurrences, two participants) was described as,
what participants felt, is a belief or view of the organizational leaders (such as board members
and executives) that it is not an important practice for their organization to implement. These
top-level leaders have not given much thought to succession planning due to the current
operations model, greater list of priorities, or other variables, but overall, the practice is not seen
as important.
Summary
In summary, an overwhelming number of participants shared the view that succession
planning is important. However, participants vary in their views of succession planning and its
usefulness to the organization which affects the level of importance and what the participants’
organizations view as important. For some participants, succession planning has many benefits
that allow organizational leaders to prepare for the future, maintain organizational stability, or
venture into other projects without worry because the organization has built its security (via its
succession plan). Other participants of the study have explained that succession planning may be
important, but it is not enough of a priority or sufficiently important for the organization to invest
time or resources to develop. A more detailed look at the views towards succession planning is
summarized and discussed in Chapter 7.
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Research Subquestion 2.2 – Reasons for Not Planning
Subquestion 2.2 asks what reasons do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations give for not
having succession plans or not developing existing plans. Nine NPOs represented in this study
declared they did not have a succession plan and while the views of succession planning
described in Table 6 provided insight on what NPO participants think of the practice, it does not
clarify their exact reasoning for NPO’s dismissal of succession planning or disengagement from
it. This question was specific to the nine participants whose organizations do not succession plan
and the frequencies in this question show how many of the nine participants expressed views that
align with the assigned code. The reasons explored here represent a subsample of the overall
sample discussed in Table 6, focused on those that do not use succession planning. However,
some of the reasons here overlap with the code titles in Table 6:
Not a Priority
Three participants remarked that busyness, time, and lack of prioritizing have contributed
to the organization’s lack of succession planning practices or engagement. This aligns with the
code Not a priority which had a frequency of 21 across 10 participants, but amongst those
participants, Participant R4 mentioned this code three times and stated that “lack of prioritizing,
despite its importance, you get busy doing the day-to-day stuff.” Participant HS4 mentioned the
code two times and stated:
Priorities are the reasons we do not succession plan. It’s one of those things that when
they’ve got other things that are more pressing, it gets put to the side when there’s things
that appear to be more urgent. Time at this point is a barrier.
Participant HS2 mentioned succession planning (in five occurrences) and stated:
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There’s just a tendency to think that everything is ok so it’s going to stay okay. And
succession planning falls into a task list of things that you should have done, would be
good to have, but you got bigger projects and you haven’t had the time to apply any work
to it. At the end of the day, it falls into a priority issue.
Participants in this study have discussed its importance (or lack thereof) but have stated (in 10
occurrences between the three) that more pressing matters in the organization take precedent
over organizational practices such as succession planning.
Organizational Size
Two participants (in two occurrences) explained that as members of smaller
organizations it is difficult to succession plan for positions that so often have no one in those
positions due to the organization being lean in employee numbers. This aligns with the code
Organizational size which had a frequency of six across 12 participants. These participants
explained that they do many jobs and tasks in addition to their responsibilities in order to keep
operations ongoing. This does not compare to the code Superstar incumbent leader as these
leaders shared, they do multiple jobs as a consequence of organizational size and a large number
of needs that must be met. Participants would be willing to delegate authority or share leadership
responsibilities if there were enough employees to engage with. Participant E1 explained: “It
[succession planning] is not something the board has thought about because we are a lean
organization and you typically do not train or prepare others for leadership positions in our
organization because there is no one to train.” Participant E3 stated:
We would have to increase the number of staff members without necessarily having the
funding to successfully do so. We’re all to some degree interdependent on one another, so
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we kind of know what a large portion of one another’s jobs are. All of us wear many hats
around here.
Participants have stated that it is because of organizational size, succession planning practices are
not implemented. They have also stated that they could not afford to pay someone to do
everything the organization needs to be done because, as lean organizations, job descriptions,
and leadership roles are inundated with a variety of responsibilities that may not be related to
their job title.
Talent Pool Challenges
Two participants (in two occurrences) stated that while their organizations allow them to
work with and for talented leaders, there is too much unpredictability concerning the future of
that talent. This aligns with the code talent pool challenges which had 26 occurrences across 11
participants because participants argued that, in times of change or growth, candidates with
leadership potential are not considered or the organization has too many leaders to choose from.
Participant MH3 stated:
We’ve had so much exponential growth that we have yet to reach a “steady state” to do
succession planning. Also, if I hire my replacement too soon, what risk do I have that
they take the knowledge I imparted to them and leave and take a leadership role
somewhere else?
Their remarks also align with the code successor impatience which the participant implied that if
a talented individual does not desire to wait for the opportunity to lead or become the successor,
they are likely to leave the organization with the skills and knowledge they have acquired. Thus,
this increases challenges to obtaining the appropriate leadership talent for the organization.
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Participant HS1 stated, “We have leaders that just change so often it’s hard to put
something concrete in place. I think that’s why we leave it up to each individual program and
program director to create their own plans and policies.” Participants believed that because
leaders are often changing or leave the organization (for a variety of reasons), succession
planning becomes difficult. Participants also noted that the fear of tapping a leader too soon
creates an issue of timing – does that potential successor want to wait until it is their time to lead
or leave and take their talents elsewhere. This unpredictability makes it difficult to have a
succession plan.
Does Not Fit Current Model of Operations
Two participants (in seven occurrences) stated that their current organizational structure
(as it concerns hierarchy, methods of operations, leadership positions, and leader functions) can
be a barrier to how the organization approaches succession planning (if using it at all). They also
argued that a succession plan is too restricting and does not provide the flexibility to explore
other leadership options or methods of operation. Their remarks of “too restricting” align with
the code does not fit the current model of operations which had a total of five participants and 14
occurrences. Participant R2 explains in more detail when they stated:
We have regional directors all around the world and those are tricky situations, because
they’re not employees. It’s not a franchise model… go execute what we tell you. It’s a
partnership model. So, we have influence, but we don’t have control and most of those
directors would have their own board of directors to answer to. So, with our regional
leaders, we do frequently have conversations of who would replace you, who would be
your number two person, but the awkwardness is that though we may provide the
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funding, that person is under the authority of a local board, so we can have influence over
who that person is, but we don’t really have control.
The participant’s organization, due to current methods of operation and leadership structure, does
not provide an option of ensuring leadership development or succession planning can be done.
Participant R5 stated:
We’ve always been an organization that rather than have a five-to-10-year strategic plan,
we want to be responders to the opportunities God provides us. In so many organizations
that by the time you get to year two of your 10-year plan, you’re already making changes.
Many times, you’re a slave to the plan rather than a responder to opportunities.
The participant explained that the organization would rather be free to choose how it responds to
internal and external changes, crises, or circumstances than follow a plan. They (the
organization) feel that a succession plan locks an organization in time when there is constant
change.
Participants’ views that aligned to this code, due to organizational structure and current
method of operations, are either limited in their ability to create and develop a succession plan or
simply do not see it as a good fit for current operation methods. Participant R2 shared that the
organization is limited to having some small conversations about succession planning, but due to
the current operation method (in their case with the regional directors) they have influence, but
no control making it difficult to mandate or enforce succession planning across the organization.
However, Participant R5 feels that a succession plan is not beneficial to the organization’s
culture of being adventurous and open to engaging in different options or opportunities.
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Summary
In summary, participants of this study who stated that their organizations do not engage
in succession planning provided specific reasons why the practice is not applied. Some of these
reasons were shared across participants but contained variations that describe the uniqueness of
their organization’s barrier. This would emphasize that the reasons for lacking of succession
planning vary across participating NPOs (despite sharing codes) and will be further summarized
and discussed in Chapter 7. In Chapter 6, the themes of this study will be presented to provide a
holistic understanding of how NPOs view and approach succession planning.
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Chapter 6: Themes
The varying codes and categories demonstrate that succession planning across NPOs is
viewed by many as a necessary practice and a means to maintain organizational stability.
Circumstances determining a succession plan’s usefulness and barriers to developing an efficient
succession plan vary from one NPO to another. While some barriers are shared across NPOs
within this study, it does not describe the complete narrative of why NPOs practice or do not
practice succession planning or bring to light the unique circumstances that NPOs face that may
prevent them from succession planning. Based on a more holistic analysis of the cases, codes,
and categories described in the preceding sections, five themes were identified and are discussed
below.
Theme 1: Variation in the Extent and Form of Succession Planning
This theme outlines that the extent and form of succession planning across NPOs can
vary from conversations about making a plan to actual implementation of a plan (e.g., created
formal documents, mentoring a successor, or creating a timeline of plans activation). Due to
access to capital, the strength of human resources, and overall organizational structure and
operation methods, NPOs do not approach succession planning or leadership development in the
same way. However, from participants’ responses, the study revealed that some are having
conversations about succession planning, which can lead to NPOs creating emergency, shortterm, and long-term plans that may lead to new individuals stepping into leadership roles.
Participant R2’s experience illustrated the unique circumstances and approaches needed:
Well, it’s on the agenda at every board meeting. I’m the third president, and we’re zero
for two in presidential transitions. Both of them were rough. And so, let’s just say that
our board is like, “Okay, we’re zero for two, will you commit? Let’s do this right this
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time?” And that’s a big goal of ours. So, it’s a topic of conversation at every single board
meeting. They’re in no way trying to push me out the door. I mean, they see me serving
at least five more years, but from my first board meeting, they’re like, let’s just mutually
commit this time. We’re going to get it right.
After two faulty leadership transitions, the organization is seeking a means to resolve
organizational leadership issues. In a different approach, participant MH1 described their
organization’s succession planning practices in detail as, at the time of the interview, the
succession plan was happening. They stated:
We do have a succession plan that was established but it was at least 10 years ago that it
came into being. There was a small subcommittee of the board that was appointed. They
did research, they did their investigation, and they came up with a plan of action that had
a variety of steps in it that they implemented. It went back to the board, it was voted on,
and then it’s been monitored in the last 10 years. Periodically they review it, they make
sure that it’s where it should be, they check back in with the President, CEO to ensure
that they’re still happy, that the board is happy, and it’s only now with the change of
board that the President, CEO has said after 30 years, they’re ready to move on to other
things in their life, that the succession plan really has kicked in big time. That has meant
the board reviewed their job description, they reviewed their areas of responsibility and
commitment and the different committees, planning committees within the board met.
They appointed a research committee to find the new director, they’ve put out a job
description, they’ve got about 40 or 50 people already that have sent their resume in for
it. They did very good due diligence and that was actually the President, CEO who
pushed for it. They said we need to put something in place because what happens if I
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keeled over tomorrow or eagles from heaven come and take me up and what’s going to
happen? So, they made the succession plan.
Theme 2: Organizational Focus and Priorities
This theme highlights a barrier to succession planning practices through succession
planning being a low priority. However, this theme also highlights how many participants of the
study explained and justified their organization’s lack of a succession plan or placing minimal
effort towards further development of a succession plan. Revealing that the practice of
succession planning may be overlooked when more pressing matters take precedence. Participant
HS2 defends their organization’s choice not to develop a succession plan with the following
statement as it concerns focus and priorities:
What challenges or barriers we expect to face in creating a succession plan? Nothing. I
mean, at the end of the day it’s just the choice of is it the right plan to be working on at
this time? The only challenge might be that what are the other “big rocks” that you’re
setting aside to work on? It’s going to be your only challenge. Is this what we should be
working on right now? Is this the best way or thing to put our resources and focus into?
In alignment to this view, Participant MH3 stated:
The day-to-day operations, keeping up with increasing demand at the clinic, as well as
investing time and energy into the fundraising activities that are required to fuel our
annual growth has made it nearly impossible to stop, sit down and spend time on strategic
plans, including a succession plan. So, it’s something we’re very aware of, we’ve
considered [it] a liability right now that we don’t have it. And we actually thought this
year might be the year my strategic plan that I wrote in December included a written
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succession plan. And then March happened [COVID-19 pandemic], everything went to
Hell, you know? And it’s been boots on the ground every day since.
While there were NPOs in this study that stated they did not have a succession plan, it
was not simply due to a lack of concern for one. It is the daily operations and tasks of the
organization along with external pressures that were explained as preventing organizational
leaders from shifting their focus. For some participating NPOs, the organizational size (being
very lean) prohibits leaders from focusing on developing a succession plan. As a result, specific
leaders must bear the weight of managing all major organizational tasks which inadvertently
continues the endless cycle of “not having the time to do it.” As it concerns the subject of
priorities and focus, where NPOs are choosing to invest more time in maintaining organizational
operations and meeting daily demands, they perceive that shifting focus to strategic plans such as
succession planning takes away from their efforts to help the organization. Therefore, while
some organizations did not see succession planning as a goal, others saw it as a goal but varied in
terms of its importance to the organization’s survival, where it ranked compared to other
priorities, and how much resources could be spared to dedicate to it.
Theme 3: Succession Planning as the Solution to Organizational Survival
This theme described how NPOs viewed succession planning and when (or if)
implemented, does it yield results that prove beneficial to the organization. Many of the
participating NPOs (18 total) viewed succession planning as important. However, this does not
clarify if succession planning is seen as the solution the organization needs to resolve ongoing
problems within their leadership ranks or to ensure the organization’s long-term survival and
stability. When participants were asked about their organization’s survival and whether the
ability to thrive depended on a succession plan, Participant R1, who holds the position of founder
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and CEO for their organization, touted that it started a plan for a 10-year succession plan over
five years before the interview. However, when asked about his organization’s survival
depending on that succession plan, he stated the following:
I don’t think our organization would collapse as a result of us not doing a good job on a
succession plan. And even if we do, and I think that we need to, the organization and the
board needs to be planning for a little bit of a step back, right, just because of longevity
and personality. And when somebody else steps in, there will be a little bit of a challenge
around that, but we don’t think that there would be a chance of a crash for not succession
planning.
Participant HS4 when asked about their organization’s survival stated:
I think that it would do serious harm to the organization, if something happened to me,
especially after we had the big gap in leadership after the last person, and we didn’t have
a succession plan and so there was another gap. I think that would really harm the
organization. I don’t know if it would destroy it, but it would significantly harm it.
Participant HS1 stated:
I just think it depends on the individual who was in that leadership position. I don’t think
it will crumble, but I think they will struggle to continue it. And that’s only because I’m
the type of person that’s hands on. So, I think, for me, I’ve done my part to help them
because I want to be able to feel comfortable that when I’m not there, it will carry on. So,
whatever I need to do. To make that happen, I’ve done that and that’s through, education
that’s through awareness, that’s through training within the organization.
Participant E3 stated:
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I believe that, first of all, a succession plan is extremely valuable. But I believe that due
to our board of directors, and we have a very strong board of directors and they are very
involved, I believe that we may stumble, but we would be able to continue to exist.
Participants throughout the study did not suggest their organization would collapse or
come to ruin without a succession plan. There was a concern for the organization’s wellbeing in
the absence of a succession plan and that there may be an interruption or loss to revenue, human
resources, and some level of organizational instability, but all were confident that the
organization would recover in and after times of distress. Participant R1 suggested that, should
their succession plan fail in any way, current leaders need to step back and allow room for new
leaders to lead and work out the issues that they find themselves in as brought on by their new
role. Other organizations included in the study shared that the only way the organization could
falter beyond a point of recovery is if the leader purposefully does so or inadvertently causes the
organization’s collapse due to their incompetence or style of leadership. In some ways this theme
links with the last in terms of the value or criticality of having a succession plan.
Theme 4: Maintaining Organizational Stability
This theme suggests that some participating NPOs saw alternatives to succession
planning to maintain organizational stability. Some NPOs expressed that they would do what is
necessary to keep their organization stable and functioning in the event of a crisis where a
succession plan is not applicable, relevant, or in existence. For such participants, the idea of a
succession plan is interesting, but it was not how they saw their organization maintaining
stability. A succession plan seems too restricting, to some, and leaves little room for creative
approaches to leadership development or consideration of how to address crises and challenges.
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Participant R5 expressed this view when asked about the rewards or values the organization
obtains from their approach to succession planning:
Most people would look at us and say, “You do not have a clear succession plan.” And
what I would say is “No, we have options.” At this juncture in our maturity as an
organization, so if this [a leadership transition] happens, we can go in one direction if
something else happens we can go in a different direction. We don’t have a locked in
plan, but we do have a plan that has multiple options.
Other NPOs in this study also share their version of “having options” in the absence of a
succession plan. Participant R4 has stated:
The only plan that we have in place is financially. Like we have put aside some money,
almost like a savings account, to where if anything happened, not necessarily to me but to
the economy or anything, we will need to be able to operate versus if something happens
to the leadership. So, we were more thinking, or I was more thinking, I should say, in the
context of succession having more of a financial succession, resources, having an
endowment. More resources versus leadership and people.
Participant E1 stated that their approach requires more work on the front end of bringing in
employees and leaders. They stated:
What is critical is to have gained the trust of the parents in the leadership that they know
that we will bring in quality people who will love their children and teach them well. So,
it starts, I believe, with gaining that relationship that the administration forms with the
parents gaining their trust. And then second, really, we have to vet our teachers. We look
at, before we hire someone, we look at their temperament, we look at their experiences,
we have someone come in and actually teach a class for us so that we can see how they
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teach and look at their teaching style. So, our vetting process for teachers, when it comes
to teacher turnover, it is what we do to maintain that stability. We don’t have a lot of
turnover in administration. I know it sounds like to you that we do, but we really don’t.
But a lot of it is just making sure that someone’s faith, and just their work ethic aligns
with who we are as a school.
Participant MH3 stated:
I do not think the organization would fail, it would falter initially, but it would not fail.
Because, you know, as I mentioned before, my board members have deep knowledge
about how the company runs. My managers have had a lot of responsibility delegated to
them that collectively they could probably come together and do 90% of what the
company needed to continue. And then the third thing that I mentioned earlier is cash.
We’ve been successful, that we’ve got enough cash that if we had to, we could spend
$10,000 or more on a CEO for rent, you know, to come in and be a leader. During the
time that there was an executive search.
Throughout the study, NPOs (mainly those who do engage in succession planning) found
ways to be resourceful and maintain organizational stability. These methods may have included
1) a reserve of financial resources so the organization could “buy their organizational needs” in
times of crisis; or 2) leaders within the organization that are well trained and equipped to lead in
the time of a leader transition (or absence), the organization could still thrive. Such action by the
participating NPOs, suggests that succession planning is not the only solution to address
leadership vacancies.
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Theme 5: Succession Planning as an Essential or a Good Practice
This theme assesses the usefulness of succession planning to the organization, where
participants (via their views and extent of their organization’s current succession planning
practices) determine if succession planning is an essential (absolutely necessary) or good
(desired, welcome, and pleasing) practice for their organization. NPOs in the study have shown
that, if necessary, adjustments can be made and alternative plans can be activated in the event an
organizational (or leadership) crisis occurs and something must be done right away to maintain
organizational stability. NPOs in this study have also acknowledged that without a succession
plan the organization would face some form of complication in its operations. Per these views,
Participant E2 stated:
It is the immediacy of needing to respond to issues we didn’t expect. And there are yet
other things we need to deal with. But right now, it’s the tyranny of the urgent and its
claiming [our] thought process and [our] resource[s]
The participant made this response when questioned about possible future hindrances to their
succession planning processes. Within this statement, the participant expressed that when
unexpected circumstances or issues arise in the organization, they consume the focus and
attention of the organization because they are unexpected and emergency issues that need
immediate attention. The participant suggested that such occurrences make it difficult to focus on
important matters (including further development of a succession plan). Thus, as unexpected
issues can shift the focus and priorities of the organization, having a succession plan becomes
important to combat the organizational crisis and maintain stability in times of crisis. In contrast,
Participant MH2 made the following statement:
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I don’t think it would completely shut down because you do have enough people that
know how to run a business in place to keep things running, but you would have more
uneasy feelings, without a plan you would have a lot more questions than assurance.
However, Participant R3 stated:
I think it is critical to the organization’s ability to continue thriving upward. And the
reason I say it like that is because without a succession plan, that organization still could
probably be alive, but it will be on life support after a while. Because what happens is a
lot of organizations wait too long to implement a succession plan if they do one at all.
And then what happens is they wake up one day and find themselves irrelevant and
ineffective, because they haven’t planned to take that next level.
Throughout this study, many NPOs teeter on the idea of a succession plan being a good
idea while a majority saw it as essential, perhaps not immediately, but at the time of its need. It is
often seen as good because it brings a level of security and assurance but simultaneously seen as
essential because NPOs do not want to face the uncertainty and instability that comes with
managing a leadership crisis, disruption, or complications brought on by transitional periods.
Summary
This chapter presented themes from the data derived from interviews with 20 leaders
from nonprofit organizations representing four industries of the nonprofit sector in the Atlanta
region. Each leader was someone who not only possessed influence and knowledge of
organizational operations, but also possessed a depth of knowledge concerning succession
planning strategies and leadership development processes. Each leader shared personal
perspectives and realistic everyday examples from within their organization (e.g., details of dayto-day operations, current organizational issues, interactions with leaders and employees)
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concerning how succession planning is viewed and why it is an ongoing practice for some and a
tentative or inconsequential priority for others. Chapter 7 will present a discussion of the findings
as generated by the analysis of the interviews, as well as implications and connections to the
literature surveyed in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 7: Discussion
Norris-Tirrell et al. (2018) suggested that expected turnover in NPOs in the next eight
years will require the replacement of every existing senior or executive level leader by 2026.
Hopkins et al. (2014) also suggested that almost 80,000 new upper-level managers (such as
CEO, vice president, director, and the like) will be needed annually to reduce the leadership
deficit in the nonprofit sector. Financial support for nonprofit leadership development is scarce
and it begs the question of whether future nonprofit leaders will be ready and have the support
they need to lead (Chandler, 2017). Succession planning could serve as a potential strategy to
resolve the issue of expected (or unexpected) leadership vacancies and transitions within NPOs,
yet the literature does not suggest or give implicit reasons why NPOs engage or do not engage in
the practice.
When lacking the means to address leadership vacancies, nonprofits may face
complications in their operations. The current study explores participants’ views of succession
planning, some of the perceived barriers to succession planning across NPOs, and why NPOs use
or do not use succession planning, as related to their use of organizational characteristics. The
findings described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are summarized and discussed in this chapter, in
addition to a review of the practical and theoretical implications, study limitations, and
recommendations for future research.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this case study was to examine the use of succession planning, and
barriers to further use of succession planning, in NPOs in the Atlanta region.
Research Questions
This study addressed two main research questions, and two subquestions:
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Research Question 1: To what extent are Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations using
succession planning to address current and future leadership vacancies?
Research Question 2: What barriers do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations perceive or
experience with leadership succession planning?
Subquestion 2.1: As evidence of potential barriers to succession planning, what are the
differences between Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations that do and do not use succession
planning in terms of their organizational characteristics, satisfaction with current succession
planning, and intentions to create or further develop succession plans for current or future
leadership vacancies?
Subquestion 2.2: What reasons do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations give for not
having succession plans or not developing existing plans?
Summary of the Methodology
This study used a qualitative research design in the form of a multiple case study (Yin,
2018). I developed an interview protocolas a means to acquire rich data from participants
concerning their understanding of their organization’s views on succession planning, the extent
of its use, and barriers to its use or future implementation in their organization. Twenty
participants representing Atlanta region NPOs in four different nonprofit industry sectors were
interviewed for an average of 30-45 minutes each. The study intentionally included NPOs across
different industry sectors and sizes to ensure some representation of varied NPO types in the
sample. Furthermore, the study sought to qualitatively discover motivations, perspectives, and
reasoning as to why succession planning is used in some NPOs and ignored in others. Analysis
of the interview transcripts revealed codes, categories, and themes related to the study questions.
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Summary of Findings
The findings indicate, in relation to Research Question 1, that NPOs engage in a variety
of succession planning strategies. The more common approaches among participants were found
to be formal and documented planning, informal and undocumented planning, conversations
about planning, and executive-level succession planning for only executive-level positions. For
NPOs that did not engage in the practice of succession planning, it was discovered they preferred
or utilized alternative methods due to organizational size, structure, culture, or methods of
operations. For instance, it was common among NPOs that did and did not succession plan to use
leadership development and temporary or permanent placements as a means to supplement
succession planning efforts or as an alternative way to fill leadership vacancies. By using
opportunities for promotion or implementing a vetting process for leaders, organizations were
able to fill leadership vacancies and maintain organizational operations whether a succession
plan was in use or not. The distinction in these approaches was NPOs that engaged in succession
planning were more intentional and strategic in their selection of candidates who would be vetted
and groomed for a specific leadership role. NPOs that did not succession plan were random in
their selection of candidates and vetting processes with a minor assessment or observation of
base skills were required for a leadership role.
In response to Research Question 2, 40 codes were generated that could be described as
barriers to succession planning. Barriers were identified by both NPOs with and without
succession plans as potential, actual, and current phenomena that hinder succession planning.
The codes shown to be the most common across NPOs described succession planning as not a
priority to the organization, the organization was encountering talent pool challenges, difficulties
in choosing the right successor, dealing with a superstar incumbent leader who knows all and
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does all jobs in the organization, or an incumbent leader who will not let go of their position or
move on from the organization. Other barriers included organizations having a traditional way of
doing things where a succession plan would impede that tradition. Lastly, financial issues or
constraints, leader incompetence, and the need for new leadership positions and titles were
additional barriers to succession planning identified by participants.
As part of Research Question 2 (Subquestion 2.1), this study compared and contrasted the
characteristics of participating NPOs to see if there was any connection between organizational
traits and the desire to engage or not engage in succession planning. After further analysis, no
specific trends were shown in the characteristics of NPOs that did or did not succession plan
(e.g., years of operation, number of employees). The majority of participants expressed
satisfaction with their organizations’ current succession planning practices and viewed
succession planning as important to the organization with intentions to create or further develop
a succession plan.
Participants from NPOs in the study that did not succession plan were asked specifically
what the reasons were that their organization did not engage in the practice. Their responses were
found to overlap with the study’s barrier codes but provided explicit reasons. The first reason
described by participants was that succession planning was not a priority. Whether these
participants saw or did not see value in the practice, they explained that more pressing matters or
issues that concerned the organization take priority rather than making time to invest in
developing a succession plan. The second reason was organizational size where participants
explained that due to a small number of employees and the organization is lean, it is difficult to
create succession plans for so few people on staff or for positions that do not exist. The third
reason was talent pool challenges which were described in different scenarios where: 1) potential
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leaders would be unwilling to wait to become the leader; 2) the organization could activate the
successor too soon before they are ready (or equipped) to assume the responsibilities of
leadership; or 3) it would create tension when a specific candidate is chosen or considered for a
leadership position over someone who may be just as qualified or has longevity with the
organization. Finally, participants expressed that succession planning does not fit the current
model of operations, as it may infringe on the organization’s current culture, operations model,
or be too restricting and prohibit the organization from freely engaging in certain actions or
ideas.
Themes
Upon completion of the analysis of the interview transcripts, 73 codes were produced and
then connected to one of five major categories: Organizational characteristics, satisfaction with
current succession planning practices, the extent of succession planning, barriers to succession
planning, and views of succession planning. The following themes bring together participant’s
responses under the individual cases, codes, and categories by providing cross-cutting themes.
Theme 1: Variation in the Extent of Succession Planning
The first theme addresses the extent to which NPOs are approaching or implementing the
practice of succession planning in the organization (if at all). Vito (2018) stated there is little
known about the extent to which leaders are directly addressing the pressing need for leadership
development initiatives in their organizations, as there is limited empirical research on leadership
development in public and nonprofit sectors. In Vito’s (2018) study, leadership development
approaches were compared in two human services organizations and findings illustrated varying
approaches to leadership development and what investments the organizations make in these
approaches. However, the study noted that there was a “lack of proactive leadership development
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and mentoring as part of a strategic response to internal succession planning” (p. 263). As
previously mentioned in Chapter 2, McKee and Froelich’s (2016) study, 90% of respondents
engaged in executive succession planning to ensure continuity of organizational activities, but
less than one-third of respondents viewed succession planning as a means of adapting to a
changing environment. Santora et al.’s (2015) study stated that in the United States succession
planning is not a primary activity with only 16% of nonprofits engage in succession planning.
The current study builds upon Vito’s, McKee and Froelich’s, and Santora’s findings by
providing insights gathered from participants of this study in NPOs demonstrating that
approaches to succession planning also vary and appeared lacking in some organizations.
Interviews of the current study revealed that NPOs either have no succession plan in
place, choose alternative methods to succession planning, or vary in their succession planning
approaches which were determined by organizational culture, accessibility to resources and
capital, depth of the talent pool, or the organization’s current success. Succession planning did
not appear to be universally applicable for all NPOs or may be applied in different ways from
organization to organization, as well as the perceived need for succession planning and value of
succession planning (as addressed further in the themes that follow). This suggests that one
model of succession planning is unlikely to fit all organizations. It can be suggested that where
NPOs were not engaging in succession planning, it was not due to disregard for leadership
development or organizational stability and longevity. NPOs that do not use succession planning
were often implementing alternative methods of leadership development or succession-type
strategies to fill leadership vacancies and ensure organizational stability or had determined that
succession planning did not fit their situation. However, in myview, some organizations were
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perhaps less informed about succession planning and with knowledge might advance in the
application of the practice.
Theme 2: Organizational Focus and Priorities
The second theme provides reasoning as to why NPOs do not engage in succession
planning regarding priorities and shifts in organizational focus being some of the key factors for
lack of engagement. Varhegyi and Jepsen (2017) suggested that if there was a lack of effort and
time towards the practice of succession planning it was due to attitudes towards succession
planning being low, negative, or the practice was unsatisfactory. However, the literature does not
explicitly address prioritization or organizational focus being factors that prevent NPOs from
engaging in succession planning. This study contributes to the literature by providing potential
reasoning for NPOs not engaging in succession planning.
Participants in the present study remarked that succession planning requires intentional
time, effort, strategizing, and meetings to ensure that it is done well and executed well which
may compete with many other commitments. Some NPOs simply stated that they see succession
planning as a small concern when compared to the many other items that need attention. By
intentionally choosing high-priority items, issues, and tasks within their organization, they are
suggesting that efforts towards succession planning would be a poor use of time or resources.
Such participants felt that their organizations were too lean or in the middle of exponential
growth and success and could not see their organizations shifting their focus to create a
succession plan. Thus, succession planning did not seem to be a priority in organizations that felt
they have more pressing matters to attend to.
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Theme 3: Succession Planning as the Solution for Organizational Survival
The third theme relates to participants’ view of succession planning as a means to ensure
their organization’s survival. Survival was described by participants as the organization’s ability
to continue its operations, decreasing the probabilities of shutting down (or going out of
business), or avoiding declines in productivity that could lead to the organization losing revenue
or closing down. Rothwell (2016) stated that an organization’s survival depends on succession
planning as it affords organizations the ability to have the right people in the right places at the
right times. However, throughout the study, participants countered the claims of Rothwell as they
felt their organization’s survival did not solely depend on a succession plan being (or not being)
in place. As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, Caleb (2015) stated that both internal and
external approaches to succession planning have perceived benefits and challenges, depending
on the needs of the organization and the cultural norms. This begs the question if succession
planning is the best approach for all organizations, as nonprofits (when compared to the forprofit sector) are seemingly not as prepared to fill leadership vacancies due to lacking talent
pools or inability to promote candidates to leadership roles.
Many of the participants claimed that succession planning was a good and maybe even an
essential practice for every organization to implement. However, they did not believe their
organizations would close their doors as an eventual result of not having a plan. They did agree
that a succession plan was a means to ensure the work of the organization continued, build
confidence (via employees), ensure organizational stability, safeguard the organization’s mission
and vision, build and retain stakeholder trust, and pass on knowledge and information to future
potential leaders. They acknowledge that a crisis brought on by unexpected leadership transitions
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would be difficult to manage in the absence of a plan, yet it would not completely shut down
organizational operations, progress in certain work, or organizational growth.
Theme 4: Maintaining Organizational Stability
The fourth theme describes how participants maintain organizational stability by using
succession planning or other methods to minimize or eliminate mishaps and interruptions to
operations. The literature suggests numerous times that without an adequate succession-planning
program in place, companies are ill-prepared to manage operational disruptions or fill openings
and leadership positions created by transitions, such as retirements or other forms of unexpected
departures (Earls & Hall, 2018; McKee & Froelich, 2016; McKee et al., 2019; Stewart &
Kuenzi, 2018; Vito, 2018). However, while participants of this study expressed that succession
planning was a means to ensure organizational stability, the study challenges the literature stating
succession planning is the only means to ensure organizational survival.
Some participants stated they have other means of ensuring and maintaining
organizational stability. Participants explained that they rely on financial reserves to either buy
the leaders needed to run the organization in the time of crisis or supply the needs of the
organization (operationally) until the crisis has come under control. Other organizations shared
that they had to ensure that their current staff or future staff is properly vetted and trained or in
some instances cross-trained so they can manage or oversee various organizational
responsibilities and operations. Others even expressed that if the leader passed away, they have
accepted the possibility that the organization would cease to exist.
Theme 5: Succession Planning as an Essential or a Good Practice
This theme describes the usefulness of succession planning to the participants’
organizations and if they view succession planning as an essential (absolutely necessary) or good
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(helpful, advantageous, useful) practice. Earls and Hall (2018) argued that NPOs will not only
face complications and severe decline but also failure if a succession plan is not developed or
implemented in the years leading to an executive leader’s departure. However, it does not discuss
if the succession planning process is widely accepted by NPOs, is applicable in all (or majority
of) organizational environments, or if NPOs desire to succession plan as a means to avoid
organization decline and failure. This is also a view not explicitly addressed in the succession
planning literature reviewed for this study.
Participants did not achieve a consensus on whether succession planning is essential to
their organization or a good practice and strategy to have in place in the event of a crisis or
organizational change. While some participants agreed that their organizations like the security
that a succession plan provides, others did not like the restrictions succession planning places on
the organization; hindering their ability to freely choose options that would be good for the
organization to pursue immediately versus years in the future. Participants also agreed that the
absence of a plan brings uneasy feelings and questions of what would or could happen next
should change or a crisis occur unexpectedly. Yet none of these views implied that a succession
plan was essential or good. Given the variety in organizational size, access to resources and
capital, and culture, views of succession planning in this manner seem likely to vary according to
the organization’s needs or what is considered important.
Applying Vroom’s Theory
As explained by Lloyd and Mertens (2018), motivation is based on the belief that “a
certain effort will lead to a given performance (expectancy) and that performance will lead to
attainment (instrumentality) of a desirable or undesirable (valence) reward” (p. 25). Relevant to
the study of management, expectancy theory is a theory of motivation and behavioral choice.
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This study was not seeking support for Vroom’s theory, but it was applied as a means to
understand what might motivate organizations to engage or not engage in the practice of
succession planning, what they expect from making this decision, and the probability of this
action yielding desired outcomes. This was important because there appears to be an absence of
theory in succession planning literature regarding reasons for NPOs and other organizations
implementing or not implementing succession planning. In an isolated study, Sharma et al.
(2003) applied the theory of planned behavior, which is related to expectancy theory. In Sharma
et al.’s (2003) study, the practicality of succession planning is measured by an incumbent
leader’s desire and ability to have a trusted successor in place in order to carry out succession
planning activities. Planned behavior theory concerning succession planning emphasizes the
desirability of engaging in planning, the feasibility of planning activities and implementation and
conforming social norms (is the organization as a whole is committed to the idea of succession
planning). However, Sharma’s study was small and inclusive and did not directly address the
broader motivation to engage in succession planning. Examining each component of expectancy
theory, it is evident that this theory is useful in understanding organizations’ attitudes to
succession planning:
Expectancy
Whether the participants’ organizations showed they had positive, negative, or neutral
views of succession planning, each participant explained their reasoning for their views, the
choices in how their organizations operate, and what they expected from those choices. The
current study acknowledges that participating NPOs implement certain organizational strategies
(such as succession planning) with an expectation that this would ensure there is organizational
stability and that the mission and vision of the organization are achieved and preserved.
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Expectancy is reflected in the participants’ belief or confidence that they can achieve
organizational goals or maintain organizational stability by implementing a succession plan or
similar strategy. However, it is important to note that these beliefs are a subjective measure of
the participants’ confidence in themselves or their organizations’ ability to produce or obtain
specific outcomes.
Valence and Instrumentality
As the themes suggest, organizational stability and achieving the organization’s goals is
of value to the participants’ organizations, thus varying strategies are implemented across NPOs
to obtain that valent goal (or reward). Participants varied in their reasoning for engaging or not
engaging in succession planning, which often implied that each was seeking a specific reward or
valent goal. Some participants stated that having a succession plan provided structure, security,
and guidance in times of emergency. Others stated that not having a succession plan offered
flexibility and freedom to explore options for how the organization progresses forward in its
operations or address unique circumstances that may arise. Instrumentality is, therefore, reflected
in the participants’ beliefs that succession planning or (or an alternative strategy) is essential to
either obtaining organizational goals or aids in maintaining organizational culture and stability.
Summary
Succession planning seems to be understood by participants as a tool that varies in its
usefulness or instrumentality to organizations and an option that organizations must decide what
to do about. The study highlights how succession planning may not match with every
organization’s goals or preferred way of operating and can be implemented as a strategic choice
rather than an essential practice that must be grafted into organizational activities and operations.
Participating NPOs find themselves in unique and realistic circumstances that call for choices to
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be made in how they will move forward in their organizational activities and maintain
organizational stability. While it is understood that barriers that prevent the implementation of
succession planning exist, the value of succession planning yields to the differing and unique
circumstances of NPOs. These varying circumstances are not often barriers (e.g., lack of
resources, talent pool challenges) but in some instances the uninhibited and strategic choice of
the NPO to obtain the desired outcome. In such cases, it is unfair to refer to these occurrences as
barriers, especially when the choice, mission, vision, and method of operations are in alignment
as a result.
Practical Implications
NPOs would be able to use the results of this study by comparing their current
approaches to succession planning strategies to that of the participants. From observation and
studying of the participants’ responses, NPOs could determine if their efforts towards succession
planning are yielding the results they desire or what adjustments could be made to strengthen
their efforts, knowing that there is no single approach that is best for all NPOs. Second, NPOs
could determine what (potential) barriers may be preventing or influencing their organization’s
decision to engage or not engage in succession planning or if succession planning is not
applicable or not a strategy the organization wishes to enact. The study also provides examples
of what options an organization may use to maintain organizational stability and ensure
operations continue without succession planning.
NPOs can also examine what motivates them to engage in succession planning, and if
they see succession planning as beneficial or instrumental, what barriers there are to further
implementing this practice, including any sense of expectancy of the organization’s capacity
(e.g., skills or knowledge) to implement succession planning. This study explores a variety of
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barriers to succession planning, with some barriers more frequent than others. If NPOs see that a
frequent barrier is financial issues and constraints, then NPOs could make adjustments to how
the organization manages finances to allocate funding to address potential leadership
emergencies or invest in leadership development or determine that succession planning is not an
option for the organization at present. Organizations that say succession planning is not a
priority could analyze some of their own biases or reasons for why the practice of succession
planning is not prioritized. In doing so, organizations could make an intentional effort to change
their approach to succession planning or embrace their choices to take a different approach.
These are just some of the examples of how NPOs use this study’s results to reflect on their
practices.
Theoretical Implications and Future Research Recommendations
By using a small but diverse sample of organizational leaders representing various
nonprofit organizations via a qualitative case study approach, I was able to gain insight and
reasoning as to how, why, and what ways succession planning is implemented in NPOs and the
alternative methods that exist to its implementation. As the literature suggested, the nonprofit
sector will have a growing need for leaders in the coming years (Johnson, 2009; Norris-Tirrell et
al., 2018; Schlosser et al., 2017). Succession planning was a focus of this study because the
literature suggests that (unlike their for-profit counterparts) many NPOs are not heavily engaged
in the act of succession planning (McKee et al., 2019; Santora et al., 2017). Thus, the study
investigated NPOs the motivations to engage or not engage in the practice. This study offers an
alternative view of succession planning by removing the focus from why NPOs are not
implementing succession planning and recognizes that a more important question might be if
NPOs should be implementing succession planning and how. Without conclusive research
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suggesting the succession planning is indispensable to NPOs, the present study positions
succession planning as one option to aid NPOs that will have differing benefits and levels of
feasibility that NPOs must consider. Therefore, this study contributes an initial pattern of themes
that might evolve into a framework for considering the usefulness of succession planning to
nonprofit organizations in terms of how essential succession planning is to an organization,
relative to other priorities and means to ensure survival, stability, or growth. This study also
reaffirms the usefulness of Vroom’s expectancy theory in understanding the use of succession
planning in NPOs.
Future researchers could continue or duplicate this study by undertaking one or more of
the following options: a) using a different group of nonprofit sectors than the ones listed in this
study to understand what type of unique cultures or challenges nonprofit organizations encounter
as it concerns succession planning; b) inquire more specifically about lower-level leadership
development and succession planning practices rather than focusing on executive-level
leadership; c) broaden the sample size beyond 20 using quantitative survey and include nonprofit
organizations beyond the Atlanta region (possibly incorporating other cities, states, or national
regions); and d) investigate how NPOs engage in reflecting on succession planning’s role and
effectiveness in their organization.
Future researchers could continue to use Vroom’s theory to assess different motivations
and values of NPOs as it concerns the implementation of succession planning. By doing so,
future research results could examine if NPOs share motivations and values with respect to
succession planning. Studies could also explore if there are other alternative methods NPOs use
if succession planning is not applicable to their organization. There is also potential for
uncovering if for-profit and nonprofit organizations share the same reasoning regarding whether
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to engage or not engage in succession planning, or what alternative strategies exist for for-profits
that do not engage in succession planning.
Limitations
A limitation was the allotted time spent in interviews with participants (e.g., time was cut
short or insufficient time), which occurred in a few cases but is not unexpected given the
seniority of some of the professionals and leaders interviewed. This may have interfered with the
depth of the data collected in those cases. A second limitation is potentially biased sampling
based on access to certain types of organizations that agreed to participate but are different from
the general population of nonprofits in the region, also known as a volunteer bias (Jordan et al.,
2013).
This study only examines four nonprofit sectors but did not include: (1) arts, culture, and
humanities; (2) environment and animals; (3) foreign affairs; (4) professional associations and
lobbying groups; (5) public or societal benefit groups; or (6) other organizations that are yet to be
classified. Therefore, this study’s results may have limited applications to other nonprofit
sectors. While measures were taken to speak to individuals who would be considered
knowledgeable of their organization’s leadership strategies (e.g., managers, CEOs, executives,
and directors), some participants admitted that their knowledge was limited in how their
organization would proceed in certain circumstances. This study intentionally focused on NPOs
in Atlanta, which may limit the application of the results to NPOs in other dissimilar regions.
Conclusion
This study identified potential barriers to succession planning in the nonprofit sector as
NPOs attempt to address current and future leadership deficits. The study reveals how nonprofits
view succession planning, in terms of its usefulness and how essential it is, and what motivates
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them to engage or not engage in the practice. While a few participants revealed that succession
planning was not an important practice to their organization, they also revealed that they can see
where its usefulness could be necessary in times of an emergency as it can provide a plan in an
unexpected leadership transition. Succession planning showed evidence of its usefulness across
the NPO sector but variations in organizational structure, resources, operations, and traditions (to
name a few) create barriers to this strategy being implemented. However, the study suggests that
although succession planning may not apply to some NPOs, each NPO in the study does value
organizational stability and has taken or considered measures as a substitute to succession
planning to ensure stability. These substitutes can include cross-training employees, creating a
financial endowment that can be used in times of emergencies, externally hiring leaders, or
creating other options that can be executed at the time of need.
Succession planning is seen as a long-term viable option that allows NPOs to preserve
their mission and vision and ensure organizational stability. Despite varying circumstances,
NPOs are willing to do what is necessary to ensure organizational work continues. Therefore, the
absence of succession planning should not imply a lack of concern for organizational stability,
mission and vision, but prompt inquiry as to what strategies (in the midst of or prior to crises)
will be created and implemented to ensure the mission and vision are fulfilled.
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Appendix A: Letter of Introduction and Request for Participation
Greetings Mr. / Ms. X,
My name is Adonnis Jules, and I am a Doctorate of Education in Organizational Leadership
student at Abilene Christian University.
I am gathering data for my dissertation that examines how nonprofit organizations in the Atlanta
region are choosing (or choosing not) to address leadership vacancies and transitions (both
current and forthcoming; planned and unplanned) through succession planning. I am emailing
you to request your participation in a 30 to 45-minute interview regarding your organization’s
succession planning practices.
The interview will be confidential, and your organization will not be identified in the study
report. The interview can be conducted face-to-face (I can travel to you) or by telephone or
Skype. I would really appreciate your assistance with this study as I believe it can make a
valuable contribution to understanding and supporting nonprofit organization’s success.
Please let me know if you would be willing to participate in an interview.
Sincerely,
Adonnis J. Jules
XXXX@acu.edu
cc Dr. Stuart Allen, Ph.D., Dissertation Advisor
XXXX@acu.edu
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Appendix B: Email to Participants
Greetings Mr. / Ms. X

Thank you so much for agreeing to help me with my dissertation research.
Per our discussion, the research interview will last around 30-45 mins, scheduled at your
convenience. My research focuses on how nonprofit organizations handle the development of
leaders and plan for the replacement of leaders. The interview can be done by telephone, Zoom,
Skype, or Google Meet. The interview will be confidential and neither you nor your organization
will be named in the study report.
Please let me know when would be a good time for you to meet and I'll send over a calendar
invite along with a virtual meeting link. Also, please see the attached consent form that outlines
the details of my study and your rights as a voluntary participant. At your earliest convenience,
please sign, scan, and email back to me for my school's records of my research.
Thank you so much for your time and consideration and if you have any questions, comments, or
concerns prior to our meeting please let me know.
Sincerely,
Adonnis Jules
Doctorate of Education Student
Organizational Leadership
XXXX@acu.edu
Abilene Christian University
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Appendix C: Letter of Consent
Dear Mr. / Ms. X,
You are being invited to participate in a research study on the practice of succession planning in
the nonprofit organization by Adonnis Jules, a doctoral student in the Ed.D. Organizational
Leadership program at Abilene Christian University. In the body of this letter, you will find
important information about the study and expectations of participants. Please read this form
carefully and ask any questions that you may have regarding the procedures, your involvement,
and any risks or benefits you may experience.
Purpose and Description
In particular, this study seeks to clarify to what extent nonprofit organizations are engaged in the
practices of succession planning, their motivations for implementing or not implementing
succession planning, and barriers to implementing succession planning. As a participant, you
will be asked to take part in an interview session between you and the researcher.
Due to the nature of the study, you may find the interview to be enjoyable and rewarding as it
may grant an opportunity to reflect on current organizational practices. However, there are no
direct rewards, payments, or incentives for participating.

Risk and Benefits
The primary risk of this study is a breach of confidentiality. However, steps will be taken to
minimize this risk. Personal identification data will be treated as confidential and be included in
research records. Consent forms will be stored separately from interview transcripts. Once
transcribed, audio recordings will be deleted, and pseudonyms will be used in the transcript
instead of real names. Therefore, there are minimal risks expected for the participants of this
research study.
Privacy and Confidentiality
Information collected about you will be handled in a confidential manner in accordance with the
law. Some identifiable data may have to be shared with individuals outside of the study team,
such as with members of the ACU Institutional Review Board. Aside from these required
disclosures, your confidentiality will be protected by implementing the following precautions:
While the interview will be recorded, the recording device will be securely stored and only the
researcher will have access to it. Recordings will be deleted after transcription by the researcher
or a confidential transcription service. All identifying information will be removed from the
transcript and pseudonyms (fake names) will be used instead, where only the researcher will
know the true names. All transcribed copies of the interview will be stored in an encrypted and
password protected format to eliminate ease of access, with only the researcher and his
dissertation chair having access. All consent forms will be destroyed after 3-5 years’ time, per
completion of the study. Your name and your organization’s name will not be included in any
published study report.
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Data Collection
This research will require roughly 30-45 minutes of your time. During this time, you will be
interviewed about how your organization implements practices, such as succession planning,
building leadership pipelines, and managing leadership vacancies. The interview will be
conducted in a location of your choosing (e.g., your office) and will be audio recorded.
The results of this study will be presented to a dissertation committee designated by Abilene
Christian University in Abilene, Texas and later may be published in journals read by nonprofit
and for-profit professionals, academic institutions, students, instructors, and groups with interest
in leadership and nonprofit organizations.
Contacts
If you require any information about this study, wish to receive a copy of the results from this
study, or speak to the researcher you may contact me at the following email: XXXX@acu.edu.
If you have any other questions regarding your rights as a participant in this research, you may
also contact the Office of Research Services at Abilene Christian University at xxx-xxx-xxxx or
osrp@acu.edu. You may also contact ACU’s Chair of the Institutional Review Board and
Executive Director of Research, Megan Roth, Ph.D. Dr. Roth may be reached at
(xxx) xxx-xxxx
XXXX@acu.edu
320 Hardin Administration Bldg, ACU Box 29103
Abilene, TX 79699

Your participation in this research is completely voluntary. You are not obliged to continue once
the study has begun. Therefore, if you choose to participate, you may withdraw from the study at
any time for any reason. If you choose to withdraw, all information obtained from you during the
study will be destroyed and will not be used in any way.
Please sign this form if you voluntarily agree to participate in this study. Sign only after you have
read (or have been read) all of the information provided, and your questions have been answered
to your satisfaction. You should receive a copy of this signed consent form. You do not waive
any legal rights by signing this form.

_______________________
Printed Name of Participant

_______________________
Signature of Participant

__________________
Date

_______________________
Printed Name of Person
Obtaining Consent

_______________________
Signature of Person
Obtaining Consent

__________________
Date
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Appendix D: Interview Protocol
Interview Scheduled Date: ________________________ Interview Date: __________________
Participant Name: ________________________________________________
Participant’s Title/Position within Organization: ______________________________________
Name of Organization: ___________________________________________________________
Pre-Interview
Build Rapport: Establish Roles
Reminder to self: As interviewer and facilitator it is my duty and responsibility to not influence
the interview under any circumstances that could potentially compromise the value of the data. I
will remain neutral through the duration of the interview as positive or negative responses or
gestures (body and facial) may influence the interviewees’ response(s).
Interview Protocol
Introduction
___ Confirm consent of participant has been received and signed
___ Confirm confidentiality and voluntary participation to interview
___ Inform that transcript will be available for review if requested
___ Inform and reassure participants of their rights concerning the interview
___ Reassure participants that sensitive information acquired in this study will be securely stored
and remain confidential.
Read out to the participant, “As participant, your welfare is a priority in this study which
includes ensuring your rights are not violated at any time. If at any moment you feel
uncomfortable you have the right to refuse a question or decline participation in this interview.
All data collected in this study will be used for no other purposes outside of what was outline in
the consent agreement form you signed prior to the study.”
___ Ask participant if they have any questions before starting
___ Disclose and consent to audio-record and then START RECORDER

Share Purpose of Study:
The purpose of this study is to examine the use of succession planning, and barriers to further use
of succession planning, in nonprofit organizations in the Atlanta region.
Research Question(s) for this Study:
Q1: To what extent are Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations using succession planning to
address current and future leadership vacancies?
Q2: What barriers do Atlanta-region nonprofit organizations perceive or experience with
leadership succession planning?
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Interview Questions and Recording:
Proceed with asking participant formal interview questions, including adding probing questions
(e.g., Can you give an example? Can you share more on that?). Once formal questions are
completed, allow opportunities for informal questions and response to further enhance quality of
data.
Interview Start Time: ______:_____ AM / PM

1.

What is your title/position and the details of your responsibilities within your
organization?

2.

How would you describe your organization (number of employees, years of operation,
local/national/international, number of leaders)?

3.

Please describe the leadership hierarchy or structure in your organization?

4.

5.

6.

7.

Additional questions if needed:
- Numbers of levels of management/leadership from top to bottom?
- Regional, functional, divisional structure?
- Board of trustees / directors and what is their role?
What succession planning practices does your organization currently engage in? Please
describe the general details of your succession planning activities.
Additional questions if needed:
- Documented? Formal or informal?
- Frequently updated?
- Overseen by?
- Plan for long-term developments (i.e., retirements) or short-term unplanned
vacancies (i.e., emergencies, terminations, transitions)?
- How far ahead are plans prepared for replacements?
- Includes leadership development plans?
- Describe your policies/procedures for the succession process
[Motivation] How important is it in your organization to have a successor (or successors)
identified and ready to assume a leadership role (you mentioned earlier)? Why or why
not?
If succession planning is applicable...
If succession planning is NOT applicable…
What levels of leadership/management
How does your organization identify leaders?
does your organization succession plan
Does it currently have a pool of leaders to
for?
choose from in moments of leadership
vacancy?
If succession planning is NOT applicable…
How does your organization ensure long-term
stability in the organization’s leadership when
leaders leave the organization, for whatever
reason (e.g., retirement, another job, illness,
or death)?
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8.

9.

If succession planning is applicable...
What is your organization’s reasons for
having a succession plan?

If succession planning is NOT applicable…
What is your organization’s reasons for not
having a succession plan?

Additional questions if needed:
- Describe the value or rewards
your organization receives/could
receive from implementing a
succession planning strategy?
If succession planning is applicable...
What challenges (or barriers) has your
organization experienced when
implementing its succession plan or
succession planning?

If succession planning is NOT applicable…
What challenges (or barriers) do you expect if
your organization attempted to create a
succession plan or introduce succession
planning?

You mentioned____. Tell me more about
the…
a. Financial Constraints
b. Shortage of qualified candidates
c. Incumbent leaders not “releasing”
leadership roles or naming
successor
d. Lack of internal/external leadership
development programs.
e. Time to find qualified candidates
10. If succession planning is applicable...
What future barriers do you anticipate in
maintaining/developing your succession
planning?
Additional question if needed: Does your
organization have intentions to further
develop succession plans? Please explain
with details or examples.
11. If succession planning is applicable...
[Instrumentality] Describe the measure of
value/importance succession planning
has to your organization and why?
Additional questions if needed:
- [Expectancy] How essential is
succession planning to your
organization’s survival and
success?
12.

If succession planning is NOT applicable…
What potential value or rewards could your
organization receive if succession planning
was implemented?

If succession planning is NOT applicable…
[Instrumentality] Does your organization see
value in succession planning and the potential
outcomes it can provide? Why or why not?
Additional questions if needed:
- [Expectancy] How essential is
succession planning to your
organization’s survival and success?
If succession planning is NOT applicable…
What are some of the outcomes experienced
of not implementing a succession plan?
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13. If succession planning is applicable...
Describe your current level of
satisfaction with your organization’s
current succession plan / planning
process.

If succession planning is NOT applicable…
Describe your current level of satisfaction
with your organization’s lack of succession
planning?
Additional question if needed:
Does your organization have intentions to
create or further develop succession plans for
current or future leadership vacancies?
Explain why or why not?

Interview End Time: ______:_____ AM / PM
Closing Remarks and Reminders
Remind participants that the interview transcript can be sent for his/her review and approval if
they request this. Thank the participant for volunteering to share his/her personal experiences,
information, and other data that will aid in the research study.
STOP RECORDER
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Appendix E: IRB Approval Letter

